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A Memorizing and Generalizing Framework for
Lifelong Person Re-Identification

Nan Pu, Zhun Zhong, Nicu Sebe, Michael S. Lew

Abstract—In this paper, we introduce a challenging yet practical setting for person re-identification (ReID) task, named lifelong person
re-identification (LReID), which aims to continuously train a ReID model across multiple domains and the trained model is required to
generalize well on both seen and unseen domains. It is therefore critical to learn a ReID model that can learn a generalized
representation without forgetting knowledge of seen domains. In this paper, we propose a new MEmorizing and GEneralizing
framework (MEGE) for LReID, which can jointly prevent the model from forgetting and improve its generalization ability. Specifically, our
MEGE is composed of two novel modules, i.e., Adaptive Knowledge Accumulation (AKA) and differentiable Ranking Consistency
Distillation (RCD). Taking inspiration from the cognitive processes in the human brain, we endow AKA with two special capacities,
knowledge representation and knowledge operation by graph convolution networks. AKA can effectively mitigate catastrophic forgetting
on seen domains while improving the generalization ability to unseen domains. By considering the ranking factor that is specifically
important in ReID, RCD is designed to distill the ranking knowledge in a differentiable manner, which can further prevent the
catastrophic forgetting. To supporting the study of LReID, we build a new and large-scale benchmark with two practical evaluation
protocols that consider the metrics of non-forgetting and generalization. Experiments demonstrate that 1) our MEGE framework can
effectively improve the performance on seen and unseen domains under the domain-incremental learning constraint, and that 2) the
proposed MEGE outperforms state-of-the-art competitors by large margins. The LReID benchmark and source code are publicly
available at https://LifelongReID.github.io.

Index Terms—Person Re-Identification, Lifelong Learning, Knowledge Accumulation, Ranking Distillation
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1 INTRODUCTION

P ERSON re-identification (ReID), which aims at retrieving
instances of the persons across disjoint camera views,

has received increasing attention in the computer vision
community [1], [2]. Although the advanced deep learning
methods [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8] have shown a powerful
feature generalization ability in ReID [9], [10], their train-
ing process heavily limited by the fixed and stationary
datasets [11], [12], [13], which means that the all data need to
be always accessible during the training process. However,
this strict condition is hardly satisfied in many practical
scenarios where the data are continuously increasing from
different domains. For instance, in the smart surveillance
systems that are deployed over a mass of crossroads, mil-
lions of new images are captured every day. To handle the
newly incoming data, the systems are required to possess
the ability of incremental or lifelong learning.

To meet the real-world requirements, we propose a chal-
lenging yet practical ReID setting, called lifelong person re-
identification (LReID). In LReID, the model is required to
incrementally learn and accumulate the informative knowl-
edge from a stream of seen domains, and then the trained
model needs to be evaluated on the test data of both
seen and unseen domains (see Fig. 1). Thus, memorizing
the informative knowledge of seen domains and obtain-
ing generalized representation are both important during
the training process. Compared with conventional lifelong
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learning tasks and existing ReID settings, our LReID has
four differences that make it more challenging and practical.
1) Unlike the existing lifelong classification tasks [14], [15]
that mainly focus on reducing the forgetting rate on the
seen classes, LReID additionally concentrates on improving
the discrimination of the model on unseen classes that
never appear during the training stage. This is because, as
a retrieval task, ReID typically assumes that the training
and testing sets are from non-overlapped identities/classes.
2) Existing lifelong learning tasks commonly assume that
all the data belong to the same domain. In contrast, in
LReID, there are large domain shifts between training data
of different steps, and the testing data are composed of
both seen and unseen domains. The existence of domain
gap largely rises the difficulty of the LReID. 3) LReID is a
more challenging since the intra-class appearance variations
in ReID are significantly subtler than those in traditional
classification tasks (e.g., CIFAR [16] and ImageNet [17]). This
particularly increases the challenges of lifelong learning, as
the model has to learn a discriminative representation that is
robust to unseen classes/identities across multiple learning
steps. 4) Compared with the existing ReID settings summa-
rized in Tab. 1, LReID allows the model to incrementally
accumulate the knowledge of already-trained (seen) do-
mains and improve the model’s generalization ability on un-
seen domains in the ever-changing real-world environment.
A recent work [18] introduces a continual representation
learning (CRL) setting for bio-metric identification, which
shares a similar motivation with our LReID. However, CRL
overlooks the practical aspect of domain-incremental data
collection, which is commonly encountered in real-world
ReID systems. This renders the CRL setting impractical and
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Fig. 1: Pipeline of lifelong person re-identification (LReID). The model is trained in multiple steps, each of which includes
images of new identities from a new domain. The data of previous domains are not available in the following steps. During
testing, the model is required to be evaluated on testing images of both seen and unseen domains.

reduces the associated challenges, as the models under CRL
are less susceptible to the issue of catastrophic forgetting.

To this end, we propose a novel Memorizing and Gener-
alizing framework (MEGE) to solve the challenges in LReID.
Our MEGE consists of two novel components, Adaptive
Knowledge Accumulation (AKA) and differentiable Ranking
Consistency Distillation (RCD). They cooperatively help the
model to learn the generalized representation without for-
getting knowledge from seen data. Concretely, AKA is de-
signed to adaptively extract the underlying and transferable
knowledge from old domains and leverage this knowledge
to facilitate learning representations with a robust general-
ization performance on unseen domains. The mechanism of
AKA is inspired by the cognitive processes in the human
brain. As discovered by [19], [20], when a visual cognitive
process starts, the human brain retrieves relevant represen-
tational content (knowledge) from high-dimensional mem-
ories based on similarity or familiarity. Then, the human
brain summarizes the captured information, and updates
relevant knowledge or allocates new memory. Such cog-
nitive processes can be decomposed into “representations”
and “operations” sub-processes [19]. Motivated by this, we
attempt to mimic the cognitive processes during LReID
and endow AKA with lifelong learning capabilities by sep-
arately accomplishing knowledge representation and knowl-
edge operation. Specifically, we first represent the learned
knowledge by an accumulated knowledge graph (AKG).
Then, given mini-batch samples, we temporally construct an
instance similarity graph (ISG) based on their relationships.
Next, AKA establishes cross-graph links between the AKG
and the ISG, and executes a graph convolution for infor-
mation query and propagation. Such operations enable the
AKG to transfer the previous knowledge to each current in-
stance. Meanwhile, AKG is updated through summarizing
the relationships among current instances. Furthermore, we
integrate plasticity loss and stability loss into the AKA, which
encourages AKG to learn the generalized representation
without forgetting in a balanced manner.

In our previous work [21], we directly employ a classical
Logit-based Knowledge Distillation (LKD) technique [22]
to improve the anti-forgetting ability. However, this ap-
proach ignores the underlying adjacent relations between
samples that are vital in ReID tasks. In other words, as
a retrieval task, ReID aims to learn discriminative repre-
sentations based on inter-sample ranking relations rather

than classification probability of each sample. In light of
this, as a notable extension of our previous work [21], we
propose a differentiable Ranking Consistency Distillation
(RCD) approach to enforce the model to explicitly consider
the knowledge of relations between samples during the
distillation process, thereby promoting the lifelong learning
capability of the ReID model. RCD is built upon the classical
Spearman’s footrule distance (SFD) [23], enabling us to
measure the discrepancies of affinity relationship of samples
between the teacher and the student models. However, since
the ranking function is discontinuous, SFD cannot be used
to optimize the model with back-propagation. To address
this issue, we propose to approximate SFD by a hyperbolic
tangent function, allowing our RCD to be differentiable for
model optimization. In addition, considering the impor-
tance of each ranking position, we propose to dynamically
learn the position-wise weights during the distillation pro-
cess, which encourages the model to automatically focus on
informative ranking knowledge and thus further improves
the anti-forgetting ability.

In summary, our contributions are featured as follows:

• We propose the LReID setting, which places ReID
problem under a lifelong learning scenario. The
LReID is challenging but practical, raising a new
perspective toward the real-world ReID application.

• We build a large-scale benchmark along with two
evaluation protocols for supporting the study of
LReID.

• We introduce a human-like approach, Adaptive
Knowledge Accumulation (AKA) approach, for
LReID, which can adaptively update previous
knowledge and learn the generalized knowledge by
a learnable knowledge graph.

• We present a Ranking Consistency Distillation
(RCD), which explicitly distills the ranking knowl-
edge in a differentiable and weight-dynamic manner.

• We design the Memorizing and Generalizing frame-
work (MEGE) that derives the mutual benefits of
the proposed AKA and RCD. Extensive experiments
demonstrate the effectiveness of our MEGE in learn-
ing a generalized representation without forgetting
previous knowledge. Our MEGE outperforms state-
of-the-art methods by a large margin under our built
LReID benchmark.
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TABLE 1: The comparison of different settings. S and T indicate source domain and target domain, respectively. “tr” and
“te” represent the train split and test split, respectively. “# Training Steps” indicates the number of continuous training
steps. For the one stage case, the training data are provided all at once during training.

ReID Setting # Training Steps Train Data Train Label Test Data Domain Shift
Fully-Supervised One Str Str Ste ✗
Unsupervised Domain Adaptation One Str and T tr Str T te ✓
Pure Unsupervised One Str None Ste ✗
Domain Generalization One Str

1 ,Str
2 , ...,Str

n Str
1 ,Str

2 , ...,Str
n T te ✓

Our Lifelong Learning Multiple Str
t , 1 ≤ i ≤ t Str

i , 1 ≤ i ≤ t Ste
1,...,t and T te ✓

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Person Re-identification

Person ReID has been widely studied in the last decade.
As summarized in Tab. 1, the existing works are mainly
conducted on four settings. 1) In the Fully-Supervised set-
ting, the training data are fully labeled, and the test data
share the same distribution with the training data. Existing
fully-supervised methods mainly focus on investigating and
exploiting different network structures (e.g., omni-scale net-
work [24], part-based network [25], pyramid network [26])
and loss functions (e.g., softmax-based losses [27], triplet-
based losses [28], and other kinds of losses [29], [30]).

2) In the Unsupervised Domain Adaptation setting [3], [31],
we are given a labeled source domain and an unlabeled
target domain. The goal is to mitigate the domain gaps
between source and target domains and thus to learn a
model that is robust to target testing data. 3) The objective of
the Pure Unsupervised ReID [32] is to learn a discriminative
ReID model with only unlabeled training data. In general,
the model is trained by a clustering strategy and the test
data are assumed to be sampled from the same distribution
as training data. 4) Under the Domain generalization setting
[9], [33], we are provided with labeled data captured from
one domain or multiple domains and the trained model is
evaluated on unseen target domains.

Although these explorations have narrowed the gaps
between ReID algorithms and real applications, they ignore
the important lifelong learning scenario that is commonly
encountered in practice. Recently, the one-pass person ReID
setting [34] and the continual bio-metric representation
learning (CRL) setting [18] were introduced. However, CRL
neglects the domain-incremental data collection manner
that pervasively exists in practical ReID applications so
that they wrongly think that lifelong ReID models hardly
encounters catastrophic forgetting problems. On the other
hand, due to the distinct distribution discrepancies between
the training datasets, the model in our LReID setting is
harder to continuously accumulate knowledge, compared
with that in the CRL setting. We show experimental evi-
dences in Tab. 6. Hence, this paper proposes a more practical
and challenging LReID setting for real-world person ReID.
Note that in this paper, our main focus is on the con-
ventional ReID task, where individuals maintain consistent
clothing appearances. However, we acknowledge that this
assumption does not always hold in real-world scenarios,
where persons wear different clothes, as introduced in cloth-
changing ReID studies [35], [36], [37], [38], [39]. Therefore,
including cloth-changing ReID scenarios in our LReID set-
ting would provide a more challenging yet practical study
for the community.

2.2 Lifelong Learning
Lifelong learning [40] is also named continual learning [14],
[15], incremental learning [41] or sequential learning [42].
The study of it can be dated back to several decades.
Thanks to the impressive progresses in deep neural net-
works, lifelong learning has regained the spotlight and
is widely employed in various vision and learning tasks,
such as object recognition [15], [43], object detection [44],
image generation [45], reinforcement learning [46], [47],
unsupervised learning [48] and zero-shot learning [49]. In
lifelong learning, the model is required to have the ability
to learn from a sequence of tasks and to transfer knowledge
obtained from earlier tasks to a later one. The key challenge
for lifelong learning is catastrophic forgetting, in which the
model will encounter a significant performance degradation
on previous tasks after training on new tasks. Existing
methods can be divided into three categories, including
knowledge distillation by the teacher-student structure [22],
regularizing the parameter updates [50] when training with
new tasks, and learning with stored or generated image
samples of previous tasks [15].

Despite the effectiveness of the above mentioned meth-
ods, most of them are not well suitable for LReID due to the
following four reasons. 1) The number of classes in ReID
is much larger than that in conventional lifelong learning
tasks. Specifically, the popular benchmarks for conventional
lifelong learning tasks include MNIST [51], CORe50 [52],
CIFAR-100 [16], CUB [53] and ImageNet [17]. Except for
ImageNet, other benchmarks are small-scale in terms of
classes numbers. In contrast, the commonly used ReID
datasets include more than 1,000 classes/identities for each,
e.g., Market-1501 [11], MSMT17 [13], and CUHK03 [54].
2) ReID datasets are more imbalanced because the num-
ber of samples per class ranges from 2 to 100 [55]. Since
model degradation typically happens when learning from
tail classes, LReID also raises a few-shot learning challenge.
3) Similar with the fine-grained retrieval task [56], the inter-
class appearance variations in ReID are significantly subtler
than in generic classification tasks, which further increases
the difficulty of lifelong learning. 4) Existing lifelong learn-
ing works assume that the training and testing data have the
same classes, while the testing data are always from unseen
classes in ReID. The above four factors make LReID very
different from traditional lifelong learning tasks and thus
bring unique challenges for LReID.

2.3 Graph Convolutional Networks
Recently, graph-based deep learning methods have received
more and more attention from researchers. Inspired by
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) in computer vision,
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many graph-based neural networks (GNN) have been de-
signed, such as Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) [57]
and graph attention networks (GATs) [58]. The techniques of
GNN are applied to various tasks, such as semi-supervised
classification [57], visual question answering [59], image
captioning [60], shape completion [61] and point cloud
segmentation [62]. Moreover, due to the advantage of GNN
in reasoning and aggregating graph data, some works apply
GNN to solve various ReID applications, e.g. , positive pair
prediction [31] for unsupervised domain adaptation and
spatial-temporal GCN [63] for video-based ReID. Different
from them, in this paper, we explore GNN in lifelong
ReID setting, in which two different graph structures are
proposed to learn informative knowledge through a cross-
graph communication manner instead of an intra-graph
propagation way.

2.4 Knowledge Distillation
Knowledge distillation (KD) is a technique to enable the
student model to learn richer information from the teacher,
which has become a popular and effective way to retain
the learned knowledge devoid of forgetting in incremental
tasks [64]. The most two popular methods are logit-based
knowledge distillation (LKD) [22] and feature-based knowl-
edge distillation (FKD) [44], which constrain the discrepan-
cies of teacher and student models on the logit-level and
feature-level respectively. Many metrics can be used to mea-
sure the teacher-student discrepancy, such as cross-entropy
[65], l1-distance [66], l2-distance [67], Gramian matrix [68],
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [69], and Maximum Mean
Discrepancy (MMD) [70]. Some recent methods [71], [72],
[73] also consider additional inter-instance relationships
during distillation, such Similarity-Preserving knowledge
Distillation (SPD) [72] and Correlation Distillation (CD) [73].
Different from these methods, we propose a Ranking Con-
sistency Distillation (RCD) method that is tailor-made for
the ReID task. Our RCD considers the ranking information
during the distillation process and optimizes the network in
a differentiable manner.

3 LIFELONG PERSON RE-IDENTIFICATION

3.1 Problem Definition
In this section, we introduce the setting definition and
the experimental setup of lifelong person re-identification
(LReID). LReID aims at learning one unified model from
T domains in an incremental fashion. Suppose we have a
stream of datasets S = {St}Tt=1. The dataset of the t-th
domain is represented as St = {Str

t ,Ste
t }, where Str

t and
Ste
t indicate the training set and testing set respectively.

Str
t = {(xi,yi)}|

Str
t |

i=1 contains the training image set X tr
t

and the corresponding label set Ytr
t , where |Str

t | indicates
the number of training samples. Similarly, Ste

t = {X te
t ,Yte

t },
which is only used for evaluation. The identities/classes of
training and testing sets are disjoint, so that Ytr

t ∩ Yte
t = ∅.

In addition, the identities of different domains are totally
different, we thus have Yt ∩ Y̸= t = ∅. At the t-th training
step, only Str

t is available while the training data from pre-
vious domains are NOT available any more. For evaluation,
we estimate the retrieval performance on the testing sets of

all encountered (seen) domains, i.e., Ste
1 , ...,Ste

t , respectively.
Moreover, to verify the generalization ability, the trained
model is also evaluated on a new testing set T te, which
is composed of the testing sets of several unseen target
domains. Commonly, there are significant domain shifts
between different (both seen and unseen) domains, increas-
ing the difficulties of training and testing stages. Since we
mainly elaborate the training stages in the following, we
will omit the superscript {tr, te} for simplicity.

3.2 Baseline for LReID
A straightforward approach for LReID is continually fine-
tuning a pre-trained model on the new domains. How-
ever, such simple finetuning strategy will cause two severe
problems. 1) The trained model will forget the knowledge
previously learned on old domains. That is, the performance
on old domains will deteriorate drastically due to the well-
known catastrophic forgetting [74]. 2) The trained model
will be biased towards the training domain at hand. In
this situation, the model cannot effectively refer to historical
knowledge from old domains, hampering the generalization
ability on both seen and unseen domains.

To deal with the above two challenges, we introduce a
baseline solution based on knowledge distillation to address
LReID. The training model of the baseline consists of a
feature extractor h (·; θ) with parameters θ and an identifica-
tion classifier g (·;ϕ) with parameters ϕ. The whole network
f (·; θ, ϕ) is the mapping from the input space to confidence
scores, which is defined as: f (·; θ, ϕ) = g (h (·; θ) ;ϕ). At the
beginning of the stage t, we initialize f (·; θ, ϕ) by the model
obtained by the previous stage t−1, which is represented by
f̂
(
·; θ̂, ϕ̂

)
. Here, we omit the step indicator t for simplicity.

In addition, the dimension of the classifier ϕ is extended to∑t
i=1 |Yi|, where |Yi| is the number of classes in domain i.1

During training, the network f (·; θ, ϕ) is optimized by the
traditional cross-entropy loss,

Lc = −
∑

(x,y)∈S

y log (σ (f (x; θ, ϕ))) , (1)

where σ is softmax function. x and y are the training sample
and its identity label of the current domain at t-th training
step, respectively. Note that, the softmax function is only
applied on the outputs of the current domain.

In addition, we adopt the logit-based knowledge dis-
tillation (LKD) [22] technique for mitigating forgetting on
previous t − 1 domains. By introducing a teacher-student
structure, the LKD technique considers the discrepancies
between the outputs of the student and teacher models (i.e.,
the current model and the frozen model copied from the
initial states of the current model before training on the
current domain) in a probabilistic space for each instance.
The loss function is defined as:

Ld = −
∑
x∈S

n∑
j=1

σ
(
f(x; θ̂, ϕ̂)

)
j
log

(
σ (f(x; θ, ϕ))j

)
, (2)

where n =
∑t−1

i=1 |Yi| is the number of the classes of
previous t − 1 domains. Note that, the softmax function is
only applied on the outputs of the previous t− 1 domains.

1. At the first stage, θ is initialized by ImageNet [16] pretrained model
and ϕ is randomly initialized with the dimension of |Y1|.
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<latexit sha1_base64="C9Mx7lfREDBemUd5w3JSB1sTFh4=">AAAB9XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiRStMuCGxcuKtgHtLFMppN26GQSZiZKCfkPNy4Uceu/uPNvnKRZaOuBgcM593LPHC/iTGnb/rZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t7+QfXwqKvCWBLaISEPZd/DinImaEczzWk/khQHHqc9b3ad+b1HKhULxb2eR9QN8EQwnxGsjfQwDLCeen5ym44Slo6qNbtu50CrxClIDQq0R9Wv4TgkcUCFJhwrNXDsSLsJlpoRTtPKMFY0wmSGJ3RgqMABVW6Sp07RmVHGyA+leUKjXP29keBAqXngmckspVr2MvE/bxBrv+kmTESxpoIsDvkxRzpEWQVozCQlms8NwUQykxWRKZaYaFNUxZTgLH95lXQv6s5lvXHXqLWaRR1lOIFTOAcHrqAFN9CGDhCQ8Ayv8GY9WS/Wu/WxGC1Zxc4x/IH1+QMILZLX</latexit>

Li

<latexit sha1_base64="ztTYiPrYavS3h38VIwV1lb8PARs=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf8bFzEyyCq5JI0S4Lbly4qGBroQlhMp20QyeTMDMRagj+ihsXirj1P9z5N07aLLT1wMDhnHu5Z06QMCqVbX8blZXVtfWN6mZta3tnd8/cP+jJOBWYdHHMYtEPkCSMctJVVDHSTwRBUcDIfTC5Kvz7ByIkjfmdmibEi9CI05BipLTkm0fuGKnMjZAaB2F2k+d+RnPfrNsNewZrmTglqUOJjm9+ucMYpxHhCjMk5cCxE+VlSCiKGclrbipJgvAEjchAU44iIr1slj63TrUytMJY6MeVNVN/b2QoknIaBXqyiCkXvUL8zxukKmx5GeVJqgjH80NhyiwVW0UV1pAKghWbaoKwoDqrhcdIIKx0YTVdgrP45WXSO284F43mbbPebpV1VOEYTuAMHLiENlxDB7qA4RGe4RXejCfjxXg3PuajFaPcOYQ/MD5/AGuuldU=</latexit>

L̂i …1 32

…1 43

<latexit sha1_base64="3ORnb2x+YnwsXHz+GUNp+nWdS8w=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkaI8FL56kgqmFNpbNdtou3WzC7kYoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWjpOFUOfxSJW7ZBqFFyib7gR2E4U0igU+BCOr2f+wxMqzWN5byYJBhEdSj7gjBor+bePWTjtlStu1Z2DrBIvJxXI0eyVv7r9mKURSsME1brjuYkJMqoMZwKnpW6qMaFsTIfYsVTSCHWQzY+dkjOr9MkgVrakIXP190RGI60nUWg7I2pGetmbif95ndQM6kHGZZIalGyxaJAKYmIy+5z0uUJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY/Mp2RC85ZdXSeui6l1Wa3e1SqOex1GEEziFc/DgChpwA03wgQGHZ3iFN0c6L86787FoLTj5zDH8gfP5A9jQjrE=</latexit>

N b

<latexit sha1_base64="3ORnb2x+YnwsXHz+GUNp+nWdS8w=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkaI8FL56kgqmFNpbNdtou3WzC7kYoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWjpOFUOfxSJW7ZBqFFyib7gR2E4U0igU+BCOr2f+wxMqzWN5byYJBhEdSj7gjBor+bePWTjtlStu1Z2DrBIvJxXI0eyVv7r9mKURSsME1brjuYkJMqoMZwKnpW6qMaFsTIfYsVTSCHWQzY+dkjOr9MkgVrakIXP190RGI60nUWg7I2pGetmbif95ndQM6kHGZZIalGyxaJAKYmIy+5z0uUJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY/Mp2RC85ZdXSeui6l1Wa3e1SqOex1GEEziFc/DgChpwA03wgQGHZ3iFN0c6L86787FoLTj5zDH8gfP5A9jQjrE=</latexit>

N b

…0.01 0.03 0.010.01

<latexit sha1_base64="6o160KMD9Slme94CJSdE+Xv66zY=">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</latexit>

V̂S

<latexit sha1_base64="dh6teUiOXSHlGBVFqFPqJ71FpOY=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIItBsAq7FprOgI1lAuYCyRJmJ2eTMbOzy8ysEJaUVjYWitj6FKl8CDufwZdwcik08YeBj/8/hznn+DFnSjvOl5VZWV1b38hu5ra2d3b38vsHdRUlkmKNRjySTZ8o5ExgTTPNsRlLJKHPseEPrid54x6lYpG41cMYvZD0BAsYJdpYVdbJF5yiM5W9DO4cClcf4+r3w/G40sl/trsRTUIUmnKiVMt1Yu2lRGpGOY5y7URhTOiA9LBlUJAQlZdOBx3Zp8bp2kEkzRPanrq/O1ISKjUMfVMZEt1Xi9nE/C9rJTooeSkTcaJR0NlHQcJtHdmTre0uk0g1HxogVDIzq037RBKqzW1y5gju4srLUD8vuhdFp+oUyiWYKQtHcAJn4MIllOEGKlADCgiP8Awv1p31ZL1ab7PSjDXvOYQ/st5/AJVpkTA=</latexit>

i

Ranking List

<latexit sha1_base64="6o160KMD9Slme94CJSdE+Xv66zY=">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</latexit>

V̂S

<latexit sha1_base64="HBD//5NkSuccPtk777uAzDkjliM=">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</latexit>

VS

<latexit sha1_base64="dh6teUiOXSHlGBVFqFPqJ71FpOY=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIItBsAq7FprOgI1lAuYCyRJmJ2eTMbOzy8ysEJaUVjYWitj6FKl8CDufwZdwcik08YeBj/8/hznn+DFnSjvOl5VZWV1b38hu5ra2d3b38vsHdRUlkmKNRjySTZ8o5ExgTTPNsRlLJKHPseEPrid54x6lYpG41cMYvZD0BAsYJdpYVdbJF5yiM5W9DO4cClcf4+r3w/G40sl/trsRTUIUmnKiVMt1Yu2lRGpGOY5y7URhTOiA9LBlUJAQlZdOBx3Zp8bp2kEkzRPanrq/O1ISKjUMfVMZEt1Xi9nE/C9rJTooeSkTcaJR0NlHQcJtHdmTre0uk0g1HxogVDIzq037RBKqzW1y5gju4srLUD8vuhdFp+oUyiWYKQtHcAJn4MIllOEGKlADCgiP8Awv1p31ZL1ab7PSjDXvOYQ/st5/AJVpkTA=</latexit>

i

Non-parameterized Weight
Parameterized Weight

<latexit sha1_base64="6au3GZiGmsxzDcpyCf0kmdCY5so=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEtMeCF48V7Ac0oUy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/RtePCji1T/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmCTTjLdZIhPdC8FwKRRvo0DJe6nmEIeSd8PJ3dzvPnFtRKIecZryIIaREpFggFby/TFg7uOYI8wG1Zpbdxeg68QrSI0UaA2qX/4wYVnMFTIJxvQ9N8UgB42CST6r+JnhKbAJjHjfUgUxN0G+uHlGL6wypFGibSmkC/X3RA6xMdM4tJ0x4NisenPxP6+fYdQIcqHSDLliy0VRJikmdB4AHQrNGcqpJcC0sLdSNgYNDG1MFRuCt/ryOulc1b2b+vXDda3ZKOIokzNyTi6JR25Jk9yTFmkTRlLyTF7Jm5M5L86787FsLTnFzCn5A+fzB3qAkfQ=</latexit>

✓̂
<latexit sha1_base64="NEih1PfbZkvIu98FBUbVpmsNXaY=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkaI8FLx4r2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsToQS+h+8eFDEq//Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqObR4LGPdDZgBKRS0UKCEbqKBRYGETjC5nfudJ9BGxOoBpwn4ERspEQrO0ErtPo4B2aBccavuAnSdeDmpkBzNQfmrP4x5GoFCLpkxPc9N0M+YRsElzEr91EDC+ISNoGepYhEYP1tcO6MXVhnSMNa2FNKF+nsiY5Ex0yiwnRHDsVn15uJ/Xi/FsO5nQiUpguLLRWEqKcZ0/jodCg0c5dQSxrWwt1I+ZppxtAGVbAje6svrpH1V9a6rtftapVHP4yiSM3JOLolHbkiD3JEmaRFOHskzeSVvTuy8OO/Ox7K14OQzp+QPnM8fo+OPJw==</latexit>

✓

<latexit sha1_base64="q8c3L0AKjJPICrKB1bHKTu4h+zc=">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</latexit>

V̄S
<latexit sha1_base64="CpfiLwLl1gsYwAMXwlQf8Ii4fGU=">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</latexit>�<latexit sha1_base64="HBD//5NkSuccPtk777uAzDkjliM=">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</latexit>

VS

Graph Convolution Eq. (8)

<latexit sha1_base64="b8lx7bkjbENvMq5l/FeIvUNpH0w=">AAAB+HicbVA9T8MwFHxp+SjlowFGlogKialKGKBjJQYYi6AfUhsqx3Vaq44T2Q5SifJLWDqAECsTGxsrEhv/BqftAC0nWTrdvad3Pi9iVCrb/jZy+ZXVtfXCRnFza3unZO7uNWUYC0waOGShaHtIEkY5aSiqGGlHgqDAY6Tljc4zv3VHhKQhv1HjiLgBGnDqU4yUlnpmqRsgNcSIJRfpbXKd9syyXbGnsJaJMyflWn4SvX2+f9R75le3H+I4IFxhhqTsOHak3AQJRTEjabEbSxIhPEID0tGUo4BIN5kGT60jrfQtPxT6cWVN1d8bCQqkHAeensxiykUvE//zOrHyq25CeRQrwvHskB8zS4VW1oLVp4JgxcaaICyozmrhIRIIK91VUZfgLH55mTRPKs5pxb7SbVRhhgIcwCEcgwNnUINLqEMDMMTwAI/wZNwbE+PZeJmN5oz5zj78gfH6A/kVl7U=</latexit>

GS

<latexit sha1_base64="BJLb+1mPx5JSFeWxbWz0qGrDikk=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXoBILi1WExFQlDNCxiAUxFYk+pDZEjuu0po4T2Q5SFIVfYYABhFgZ+Qg2Fjb+A6ftAC1HsnR0zr26x8eLGJXKsj6NwsLi0vJKcbW0tr6xuWVu77RkGAtMmjhkoeh4SBJGOWkqqhjpRIKgwGOk7Y3Ocr99S4SkIb9SSUScAA049SlGSkuuWe4FSA09Pz3NrtOLzE3pTeaa+1bVGgPOE3tK9uuVh/fK99duwzU/ev0QxwHhCjMkZde2IuWkSCiKGclKvViSCOERGpCuphwFRDrpOHwGD7TSh34o9OMKjtXfGykKpEwCT0/mUeWsl4v/ed1Y+TUnpTyKFeF4csiPGVQhzJuAfSoIVizRBGFBdVaIh0ggrHRfJV2CPfvledI6qtrHVetSt1EDExTBHqiAQ2CDE1AH56ABmgCDBNyDJ/Bs3BmPxovxOhktGNOdMvgD4+0HZc2Y7w==</latexit>

AJ
ij

<latexit sha1_base64="dh6teUiOXSHlGBVFqFPqJ71FpOY=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIItBsAq7FprOgI1lAuYCyRJmJ2eTMbOzy8ysEJaUVjYWitj6FKl8CDufwZdwcik08YeBj/8/hznn+DFnSjvOl5VZWV1b38hu5ra2d3b38vsHdRUlkmKNRjySTZ8o5ExgTTPNsRlLJKHPseEPrid54x6lYpG41cMYvZD0BAsYJdpYVdbJF5yiM5W9DO4cClcf4+r3w/G40sl/trsRTUIUmnKiVMt1Yu2lRGpGOY5y7URhTOiA9LBlUJAQlZdOBx3Zp8bp2kEkzRPanrq/O1ISKjUMfVMZEt1Xi9nE/C9rJTooeSkTcaJR0NlHQcJtHdmTre0uk0g1HxogVDIzq037RBKqzW1y5gju4srLUD8vuhdFp+oUyiWYKQtHcAJn4MIllOEGKlADCgiP8Awv1p31ZL1ab7PSjDXvOYQ/st5/AJVpkTA=</latexit>

i

<latexit sha1_base64="QAofioDfbdjat86nqvR3S5iF6Ec=">AAAB6HicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+oiltFkPAKuxaaMqAjWUC5gHJEmYnd5NJZmeXmVkhLOnsbCwUsfVj/AA7/QC/wA9w8ig0euDC4Zx7ufceP+ZMacd5tzJr6xubW9nt3M7u3v5B/vCoqaJEUmzQiEey7ROFnAlsaKY5tmOJJPQ5tvzx5cxv3aBULBLXehKjF5KBYAGjRBupPurli07ZmcP+S9wlKVYLpduv18+PWi//1u1HNAlRaMqJUh3XibWXEqkZ5TjNdROFMaFjMsCOoYKEqLx0fujULhmlbweRNCW0PVd/TqQkVGoS+qYzJHqoVr2Z+J/XSXRQ8VIm4kSjoItFQcJtHdmzr+0+k0g1nxhCqGTmVpsOiSRUm2xyJgR39eW/pHlWds/LTt2kUYEFsnAMJ3AKLlxAFa6gBg2ggHAHD/Bojax768l6XrRmrOVMAX7BevkGyjaRWw==</latexit>

j
<latexit sha1_base64="CKfP8rHdQg3Twf8zalzfrIFwjAk=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeujUZduBovgqiQi2mXBhYKbCvYBbSyT6aQdOpmEmYlQQ77EjQtF3Pop7vwbJ20W2npg4HDOvdwzx485U9pxvq2V1bX1jc3SVnl7Z3evYu8ftFWUSEJbJOKR7PpYUc4EbWmmOe3GkuLQ57TjT65yv/NIpWKRuNfTmHohHgkWMIK1kQZ2pR9iPSaYp9fZQ3qbDeyqU3NmQMvELUgVCjQH9ld/GJEkpEITjpXquU6svRRLzQinWbmfKBpjMsEj2jNU4JAqL50Fz9CJUYYoiKR5QqOZ+nsjxaFS09A3k3lMtejl4n9eL9FB3UuZiBNNBZkfChKOdITyFtCQSUo0nxqCiWQmKyJjLDHRpquyKcFd/PIyaZ/V3Iuac3debdSLOkpwBMdwCi5cQgNuoAktIJDAM7zCm/VkvVjv1sd8dMUqdg7hD6zPHxAgk1I=</latexit>

GK

Knowledge Operation

<latexit sha1_base64="b8lx7bkjbENvMq5l/FeIvUNpH0w=">AAAB+HicbVA9T8MwFHxp+SjlowFGlogKialKGKBjJQYYi6AfUhsqx3Vaq44T2Q5SifJLWDqAECsTGxsrEhv/BqftAC0nWTrdvad3Pi9iVCrb/jZy+ZXVtfXCRnFza3unZO7uNWUYC0waOGShaHtIEkY5aSiqGGlHgqDAY6Tljc4zv3VHhKQhv1HjiLgBGnDqU4yUlnpmqRsgNcSIJRfpbXKd9syyXbGnsJaJMyflWn4SvX2+f9R75le3H+I4IFxhhqTsOHak3AQJRTEjabEbSxIhPEID0tGUo4BIN5kGT60jrfQtPxT6cWVN1d8bCQqkHAeensxiykUvE//zOrHyq25CeRQrwvHskB8zS4VW1oLVp4JgxcaaICyozmrhIRIIK91VUZfgLH55mTRPKs5pxb7SbVRhhgIcwCEcgwNnUINLqEMDMMTwAI/wZNwbE+PZeJmN5oz5zj78gfH6A/kVl7U=</latexit>

GS

<latexit sha1_base64="A3leyJaJrMfVDeIt3iah/uWRsz0=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXoBILi9UKialKGKBjURfGItGH1IbIcZ3W1HEi20GKovArDDCAECsjH8HGwsZ/4LQdoHAkS0fn3Kt7fLyIUaks68MoLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO+buXkeGscCkjUMWip6HJGGUk7aiipFeJAgKPEa63qSZ+90bIiQN+aVKIuIEaMSpTzFSWnLN8iBAauz56Vl2lTYzN6XXmWtWrZo1BfxL7DmpNir3b5Wvz/2Wa74PhiGOA8IVZkjKvm1FykmRUBQzkpUGsSQRwhM0In1NOQqIdNJp+AweamUI/VDoxxWcqj83UhRImQSensyjykUvF//z+rHy605KeRQrwvHskB8zqEKYNwGHVBCsWKIJwoLqrBCPkUBY6b5KugR78ct/See4Zp/UrAvdRh3MUAQHoAKOgA1OQQOcgxZoAwwScAcewZNxazwYz8bLbLRgzHfK4BeM129bB5jo</latexit>

AC
ij

<latexit sha1_base64="dh6teUiOXSHlGBVFqFPqJ71FpOY=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIItBsAq7FprOgI1lAuYCyRJmJ2eTMbOzy8ysEJaUVjYWitj6FKl8CDufwZdwcik08YeBj/8/hznn+DFnSjvOl5VZWV1b38hu5ra2d3b38vsHdRUlkmKNRjySTZ8o5ExgTTPNsRlLJKHPseEPrid54x6lYpG41cMYvZD0BAsYJdpYVdbJF5yiM5W9DO4cClcf4+r3w/G40sl/trsRTUIUmnKiVMt1Yu2lRGpGOY5y7URhTOiA9LBlUJAQlZdOBx3Zp8bp2kEkzRPanrq/O1ISKjUMfVMZEt1Xi9nE/C9rJTooeSkTcaJR0NlHQcJtHdmTre0uk0g1HxogVDIzq037RBKqzW1y5gju4srLUD8vuhdFp+oUyiWYKQtHcAJn4MIllOEGKlADCgiP8Awv1p31ZL1ab7PSjDXvOYQ/st5/AJVpkTA=</latexit>

i

<latexit sha1_base64="QAofioDfbdjat86nqvR3S5iF6Ec=">AAAB6HicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+oiltFkPAKuxaaMqAjWUC5gHJEmYnd5NJZmeXmVkhLOnsbCwUsfVj/AA7/QC/wA9w8ig0euDC4Zx7ufceP+ZMacd5tzJr6xubW9nt3M7u3v5B/vCoqaJEUmzQiEey7ROFnAlsaKY5tmOJJPQ5tvzx5cxv3aBULBLXehKjF5KBYAGjRBupPurli07ZmcP+S9wlKVYLpduv18+PWi//1u1HNAlRaMqJUh3XibWXEqkZ5TjNdROFMaFjMsCOoYKEqLx0fujULhmlbweRNCW0PVd/TqQkVGoS+qYzJHqoVr2Z+J/XSXRQ8VIm4kSjoItFQcJtHdmzr+0+k0g1nxhCqGTmVpsOiSRUm2xyJgR39eW/pHlWds/LTt2kUYEFsnAMJ3AKLlxAFa6gBg2ggHAHD/Bojax768l6XrRmrOVMAX7BevkGyjaRWw==</latexit>

j
<latexit sha1_base64="CKfP8rHdQg3Twf8zalzfrIFwjAk=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeujUZduBovgqiQi2mXBhYKbCvYBbSyT6aQdOpmEmYlQQ77EjQtF3Pop7vwbJ20W2npg4HDOvdwzx485U9pxvq2V1bX1jc3SVnl7Z3evYu8ftFWUSEJbJOKR7PpYUc4EbWmmOe3GkuLQ57TjT65yv/NIpWKRuNfTmHohHgkWMIK1kQZ2pR9iPSaYp9fZQ3qbDeyqU3NmQMvELUgVCjQH9ld/GJEkpEITjpXquU6svRRLzQinWbmfKBpjMsEj2jNU4JAqL50Fz9CJUYYoiKR5QqOZ+nsjxaFS09A3k3lMtejl4n9eL9FB3UuZiBNNBZkfChKOdITyFtCQSUo0nxqCiWQmKyJjLDHRpquyKcFd/PIyaZ/V3Iuac3debdSLOkpwBMdwCi5cQgNuoAktIJDAM7zCm/VkvVjv1sd8dMUqdg7hD6zPHxAgk1I=</latexit>

GK

Knowledge Representation

<latexit sha1_base64="lIY252Ftw+/F0fPjh9u7guRAn4U=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0nEoseiF49V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz00Mv65Ypbdecgq8TLSQVyNPrlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBpqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1n80un5MwqAxLGypY0ZK7+nshopPUkCmxnRM1IL3sz8T+vm5rw2s+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazt8mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNpySDcFbfnmVtC6qXq3q3l9W6jd5HEU4gVM4Bw+uoA530IAmMAjhGV7hzRk7L86787FoLTj5zDH8gfP5A5zWjWk=</latexit>{<latexit sha1_base64="WolsV5uA+2UQIg2zCDyozKFNLtU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEtMeCF48t2A9oQ9lspu3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5EPOqLFSMxyUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+mHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVVCMoyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNcOan3GZpAYlWy4apoKYmMy/JiFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1W9m6rbvK7Ua3kcRTiDc7gED26hDvfQgBYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLYWnHzmFP7A+fwBxo2M4w==</latexit>

d

<latexit sha1_base64="b8lx7bkjbENvMq5l/FeIvUNpH0w=">AAAB+HicbVA9T8MwFHxp+SjlowFGlogKialKGKBjJQYYi6AfUhsqx3Vaq44T2Q5SifJLWDqAECsTGxsrEhv/BqftAC0nWTrdvad3Pi9iVCrb/jZy+ZXVtfXCRnFza3unZO7uNWUYC0waOGShaHtIEkY5aSiqGGlHgqDAY6Tljc4zv3VHhKQhv1HjiLgBGnDqU4yUlnpmqRsgNcSIJRfpbXKd9syyXbGnsJaJMyflWn4SvX2+f9R75le3H+I4IFxhhqTsOHak3AQJRTEjabEbSxIhPEID0tGUo4BIN5kGT60jrfQtPxT6cWVN1d8bCQqkHAeensxiykUvE//zOrHyq25CeRQrwvHskB8zS4VW1oLVp4JgxcaaICyozmrhIRIIK91VUZfgLH55mTRPKs5pxb7SbVRhhgIcwCEcgwNnUINLqEMDMMTwAI/wZNwbE+PZeJmN5oz5zj78gfH6A/kVl7U=</latexit>

GS

<latexit sha1_base64="G8qnOCdJ7hXWepSM3DvDvxt10O4=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXoBILi1WExFQlDNCxiIWxCPqQ2hA5rtOaOk5kO0hRFH6FAQYQYmXkI9hY2PgPnLYDtBzJ0tE59+oeHy9iVCrL+jQKC4tLyyvF1dLa+sbmlrm905JhLDBp4pCFouMhSRjlpKmoYqQTCYICj5G2NzrL/fYtEZKG/EolEXECNODUpxgpLblmuRcgNfT89DS7Ti8zN6U3mWvuW1VrDDhP7CnZr1ce3ivfX7sN1/zo9UMcB4QrzJCUXduKlJMioShmJCv1YkkihEdoQLqachQQ6aTj8Bk80Eof+qHQjys4Vn9vpCiQMgk8PZlHlbNeLv7ndWPl15yU8ihWhOPJIT9mUIUwbwL2qSBYsUQThAXVWSEeIoGw0n2VdAn27JfnSeuoah9XrQvdRg1MUAR7oAIOgQ1OQB2cgwZoAgwScA+ewLNxZzwaL8brZLRgTHfK4A+Mtx9zp5j4</latexit>

AS
ij

<latexit sha1_base64="dh6teUiOXSHlGBVFqFPqJ71FpOY=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIItBsAq7FprOgI1lAuYCyRJmJ2eTMbOzy8ysEJaUVjYWitj6FKl8CDufwZdwcik08YeBj/8/hznn+DFnSjvOl5VZWV1b38hu5ra2d3b38vsHdRUlkmKNRjySTZ8o5ExgTTPNsRlLJKHPseEPrid54x6lYpG41cMYvZD0BAsYJdpYVdbJF5yiM5W9DO4cClcf4+r3w/G40sl/trsRTUIUmnKiVMt1Yu2lRGpGOY5y7URhTOiA9LBlUJAQlZdOBx3Zp8bp2kEkzRPanrq/O1ISKjUMfVMZEt1Xi9nE/C9rJTooeSkTcaJR0NlHQcJtHdmTre0uk0g1HxogVDIzq037RBKqzW1y5gju4srLUD8vuhdFp+oUyiWYKQtHcAJn4MIllOEGKlADCgiP8Awv1p31ZL1ab7PSjDXvOYQ/st5/AJVpkTA=</latexit>

i

<latexit sha1_base64="QAofioDfbdjat86nqvR3S5iF6Ec=">AAAB6HicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+oiltFkPAKuxaaMqAjWUC5gHJEmYnd5NJZmeXmVkhLOnsbCwUsfVj/AA7/QC/wA9w8ig0euDC4Zx7ufceP+ZMacd5tzJr6xubW9nt3M7u3v5B/vCoqaJEUmzQiEey7ROFnAlsaKY5tmOJJPQ5tvzx5cxv3aBULBLXehKjF5KBYAGjRBupPurli07ZmcP+S9wlKVYLpduv18+PWi//1u1HNAlRaMqJUh3XibWXEqkZ5TjNdROFMaFjMsCOoYKEqLx0fujULhmlbweRNCW0PVd/TqQkVGoS+qYzJHqoVr2Z+J/XSXRQ8VIm4kSjoItFQcJtHdmzr+0+k0g1nxhCqGTmVpsOiSRUm2xyJgR39eW/pHlWds/LTt2kUYEFsnAMJ3AKLlxAFa6gBg2ggHAHD/Bojax768l6XrRmrOVMAX7BevkGyjaRWw==</latexit>

j

<latexit sha1_base64="lIY252Ftw+/F0fPjh9u7guRAn4U=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0nEoseiF49V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz00Mv65Ypbdecgq8TLSQVyNPrlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBpqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1n80un5MwqAxLGypY0ZK7+nshopPUkCmxnRM1IL3sz8T+vm5rw2s+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazt8mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNpySDcFbfnmVtC6qXq3q3l9W6jd5HEU4gVM4Bw+uoA530IAmMAjhGV7hzRk7L86787FoLTj5zDH8gfP5A5zWjWk=</latexit>{<latexit sha1_base64="WolsV5uA+2UQIg2zCDyozKFNLtU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEtMeCF48t2A9oQ9lspu3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5EPOqLFSMxyUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+mHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVVCMoyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNcOan3GZpAYlWy4apoKYmMy/JiFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1W9m6rbvK7Ua3kcRTiDc7gED26hDvfQgBYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLYWnHzmFP7A+fwBxo2M4w==</latexit>

d
<latexit sha1_base64="hMI+rkiW3DjGGJk5yyzdD40wO0A=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXoBILi1WExFQlDNCxiAWJpUj0IbUhclynNXWcyHaQoij8CgMMIMTKyEewsbDxHzhtB2g5kqWjc+7VPT5exKhUlvVpFBYWl5ZXiqultfWNzS1ze6clw1hg0sQhC0XHQ5IwyklTUcVIJxIEBR4jbW90lvvtWyIkDfmVSiLiBGjAqU8xUlpyzXIvQGro+elpdp1eZG5KbzLX3Leq1hhwnthTsl+vPLxXvr92G6750euHOA4IV5ghKbu2FSknRUJRzEhW6sWSRAiP0IB0NeUoINJJx+EzeKCVPvRDoR9XcKz+3khRIGUSeHoyjypnvVz8z+vGyq85KeVRrAjHk0N+zKAKYd4E7FNBsGKJJggLqrNCPEQCYaX7KukS7Nkvz5PWUdU+rlqXuo0amKAI9kAFHAIbnIA6OAcN0AQYJOAePIFn4854NF6M18lowZjulMEfGG8/Z1eY8A==</latexit>

AK
ij

<latexit sha1_base64="CKfP8rHdQg3Twf8zalzfrIFwjAk=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeujUZduBovgqiQi2mXBhYKbCvYBbSyT6aQdOpmEmYlQQ77EjQtF3Pop7vwbJ20W2npg4HDOvdwzx485U9pxvq2V1bX1jc3SVnl7Z3evYu8ftFWUSEJbJOKR7PpYUc4EbWmmOe3GkuLQ57TjT65yv/NIpWKRuNfTmHohHgkWMIK1kQZ2pR9iPSaYp9fZQ3qbDeyqU3NmQMvELUgVCjQH9ld/GJEkpEITjpXquU6svRRLzQinWbmfKBpjMsEj2jNU4JAqL50Fz9CJUYYoiKR5QqOZ+nsjxaFS09A3k3lMtejl4n9eL9FB3UuZiBNNBZkfChKOdITyFtCQSUo0nxqCiWQmKyJjLDHRpquyKcFd/PIyaZ/V3Iuac3debdSLOkpwBMdwCi5cQgNuoAktIJDAM7zCm/VkvVjv1sd8dMUqdg7hD6zPHxAgk1I=</latexit>

GK

<latexit sha1_base64="dh6teUiOXSHlGBVFqFPqJ71FpOY=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIItBsAq7FprOgI1lAuYCyRJmJ2eTMbOzy8ysEJaUVjYWitj6FKl8CDufwZdwcik08YeBj/8/hznn+DFnSjvOl5VZWV1b38hu5ra2d3b38vsHdRUlkmKNRjySTZ8o5ExgTTPNsRlLJKHPseEPrid54x6lYpG41cMYvZD0BAsYJdpYVdbJF5yiM5W9DO4cClcf4+r3w/G40sl/trsRTUIUmnKiVMt1Yu2lRGpGOY5y7URhTOiA9LBlUJAQlZdOBx3Zp8bp2kEkzRPanrq/O1ISKjUMfVMZEt1Xi9nE/C9rJTooeSkTcaJR0NlHQcJtHdmTre0uk0g1HxogVDIzq037RBKqzW1y5gju4srLUD8vuhdFp+oUyiWYKQtHcAJn4MIllOEGKlADCgiP8Awv1p31ZL1ab7PSjDXvOYQ/st5/AJVpkTA=</latexit>

i

<latexit sha1_base64="QAofioDfbdjat86nqvR3S5iF6Ec=">AAAB6HicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+oiltFkPAKuxaaMqAjWUC5gHJEmYnd5NJZmeXmVkhLOnsbCwUsfVj/AA7/QC/wA9w8ig0euDC4Zx7ufceP+ZMacd5tzJr6xubW9nt3M7u3v5B/vCoqaJEUmzQiEey7ROFnAlsaKY5tmOJJPQ5tvzx5cxv3aBULBLXehKjF5KBYAGjRBupPurli07ZmcP+S9wlKVYLpduv18+PWi//1u1HNAlRaMqJUh3XibWXEqkZ5TjNdROFMaFjMsCOoYKEqLx0fujULhmlbweRNCW0PVd/TqQkVGoS+qYzJHqoVr2Z+J/XSXRQ8VIm4kSjoItFQcJtHdmzr+0+k0g1nxhCqGTmVpsOiSRUm2xyJgR39eW/pHlWds/LTt2kUYEFsnAMJ3AKLlxAFa6gBg2ggHAHD/Bojax768l6XrRmrOVMAX7BevkGyjaRWw==</latexit>

j

Neighbor
Search

<latexit sha1_base64="HBD//5NkSuccPtk777uAzDkjliM=">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</latexit>

VS

<latexit sha1_base64="RgKx8anA1tIEPIqQYeUL7SsFLxc=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxI0S4Lbly4qGAfMB1KJs20oZlkSDJCGfoZblwo4tavceffmGlnoa0HAodz7iXnnjDhTBvX/XZKG5tb2zvl3cre/sHhUfX4pKtlqgjtEMml6odYU84E7RhmOO0niuI45LQXTm9zv/dElWZSPJpZQoMYjwWLGMHGSv4gxmZCMM/u58Nqza27C6B14hWkBgXaw+rXYCRJGlNhCMda+56bmCDDyjDC6bwySDVNMJniMfUtFTimOsgWkefowiojFEllnzBoof7eyHCs9SwO7WQeUa96ufif56cmagYZE0lqqCDLj6KUIyNRfj8aMUWJ4TNLMFHMZkVkghUmxrZUsSV4qyevk+5V3buuNx4atVazqKMMZ3AOl+DBDbTgDtrQAQISnuEV3hzjvDjvzsdytOQUO6fwB87nD4DxkWE=</latexit>L

<latexit sha1_base64="3ZgWpz80Zf+VL9wcgNPXktGcIFk=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgqiQi2mXBjQsXFewD2hBuppN26GQSZiZKif0UNy4UceuXuPNvnLRZaOuBgcM593LPnCDhTGnH+bZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t7+gV097Kg4lYS2Scxj2QtAUc4EbWumOe0lkkIUcNoNJte5332gUrFY3OtpQr0IRoKFjIA2km9XBxHoMQGe3c78DCYw8+2aU3fmwKvELUgNFWj59tdgGJM0okITDkr1XSfRXgZSM8LprDJIFU2ATGBE+4YKiKjysnn0GT41yhCHsTRPaDxXf29kECk1jQIzmQdVy14u/uf1Ux02vIyJJNVUkMWhMOVYxzjvAQ+ZpETzqSFAJDNZMRmDBKJNWxVTgrv85VXSOa+7l/WLu4tas1HUUUbH6ASdIRddoSa6QS3URgQ9omf0it6sJ+vFerc+FqMlq9g5Qn9gff4AyCqUUg==</latexit>Laka

<latexit sha1_base64="0FYcy0YaFZ0E0ZzDegfm073ZEfk=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dBIvgqiQi2mXBjQsXFewD2hAmk0k7dDIJMxOlxHyKGxeKuPVL3Pk3TtostPXAwOGce7lnjp8wKpVtfxuVtfWNza3qdm1nd2//wKwf9mScCky6OGaxGPhIEkY56SqqGBkkgqDIZ6TvT68Lv/9AhKQxv1ezhLgRGnMaUoyUljyzPoqQmmDEstvcywQOcs9s2E17DmuVOCVpQImOZ36NghinEeEKMyTl0LET5WZIKIoZyWujVJIE4Skak6GmHEVEutk8em6daiWwwljox5U1V39vZCiSchb5erIIKpe9QvzPG6YqbLkZ5UmqCMeLQ2HKLBVbRQ9WQAXBis00QVhQndXCEyQQVrqtmi7BWf7yKumdN53L5sXdRaPdKuuowjGcwBk4cAVtuIEOdAHDIzzDK7wZT8aL8W58LEYrRrlzBH9gfP4A2oCUXg==</latexit>Lrcd

<latexit sha1_base64="pY6muDECIJztLJOjh31N7fA+Glc=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofrbp0M1gEVyWRol0W3LhwUcE+oA1hMp20QyeTMDMRasiXuHGhiFs/xZ1/46TNQlsPDBzOuZd75vgxZ0rb9rdV2tjc2t4p71b29g8Oq7Wj456KEklol0Q8kgMfK8qZoF3NNKeDWFIc+pz2/dlN7vcfqVQsEg96HlM3xBPBAkawNpJXq45CrKcE8/Qu89I482p1u2EvgNaJU5A6FOh4ta/ROCJJSIUmHCs1dOxYuymWmhFOs8ooUTTGZIYndGiowCFVbroInqFzo4xREEnzhEYL9fdGikOl5qFvJvOYatXLxf+8YaKDlpsyESeaCrI8FCQc6QjlLaAxk5RoPjcEE8lMVkSmWGKiTVcVU4Kz+uV10rtsOFeN5n2z3m4VdZThFM7gAhy4hjbcQge6QCCBZ3iFN+vJerHerY/laMkqdk7gD6zPH1LVk4E=</latexit>Lp
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Fig. 2: Overview of the proposed MEGE framework. Our MEGE includes an adaptive knowledge accumulation (AKA)
module and a ranking consistency distillation (RCD) module. The former encourages the model to obtain anti-forgetting
and generalization abilities by learnable knowledge graphs. The latter enforces the model to maintain more informative
knowledge from the previous domains by distilling ranking results. In addition, RCD is optimized in a differentiable and
dynamically-weighting manner.

The total objective of the baseline method is formulated
as:

Lbase = Lc + γLd, (3)

where γ is the weight of the knowledge distillation loss.
We set γ to 1 in our experiments, which achieves consistent
well performance in all settings. Note that, only f (·; θ, ϕ) is
optimized while f̂

(
·; θ̂, ϕ̂

)
is fixed during training.

4 MEMORIZING AND GENERALIZING FRAMEWORK

Although the proposed baseline approach is able to mitigate
catastrophic forgetting in the LReID setting, the abilities of
generalizing on unseen domains and flexibly learning infor-
mative knowledge of the current domain are still limited,
resulting in a large margin to the up-bound performance
of the model trained by all domains jointly. In this paper,
we carefully consider the characteristics of LReID (dis-
cussed in Sec. 1) and further propose a novel Memorizing
and Generalizing (MEGE) framework upon the baseline
for facilitating lifelong learning. As shown in Fig. 2, our
MEGE consists of an Adaptive Knowledge Accumulation
(AKA) module and a differentiable Ranking Consistency
Distillation (RCD) module, which collaboratively improve
the abilities of generalizing and anti-forgetting. We will
introduce AKA and RCD in the following sections.

4.1 Adaptive Knowledge Accumulation

In this section, we introduce the details of the proposed
Adaptive Knowledge Accumulation (AKA). The goal of
AKA is to improve the abilities of generalizing and anti-
forgetting by learning transferable and informative knowl-
edge. Referring to biological prior knowledge, AKA mim-
ics the cognitive process of the human brain [19] to con-
struct two relatively independent sub-processes: knowledge
representation and knowledge operation. The former aims at
establishing an informative knowledge bank by explicitly
learning and storing knowledge representations. The latter
enables the model to leverage the knowledge banks learned
from previous domains to improve the generalization ability
as well as to update the knowledge bank with less forget-
ting. The illustration of AKA is shown in the low-right part
of Fig. 2. We next elaborate the knowledge representation and
knowledge operation.

4.1.1 Knowledge Representation
AKA implements knowledge representation (KR) by con-
structing two different graph structures: instance similarity
graph (ISG) and accumulated knowledge graph (AKG). Specif-
ically, ISG is used for representing the potential knowledge
in a mini-batch. On the other hand, AKG focuses on accu-
mulating the transferable knowledge that is learned from
already-trained domains.
Instance Similarity Graph. To mine and represent the
structural knowledge contained in a mini-batch samples,
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we construct a fully-connected graph based on similarities
of these samples, called Instance Similarity Graph (ISG).
Specifically, given a mini-batch with N b samples from the
current domain, the ISG is defined as GS = (AS ,VS),
where AS ∈ RNb×Nb

is the edge set and VS ∈ RNb×d is the
vertex set. The vertex set VS are the features for the mini-
batch samples, which are obtained by g (x;ϕ). The edge
weight AS

ij is measured by a learnable L1-based distance
between the corresponding vertices VS

i and VS
j :

AS
ij = ρ

(
WS

∣∣∣VS
i −VS

j

∣∣∣+ bS
)
, (4)

where WS and bS represent learnable parameters, and ρ
is Sigmoid function. That is, the edge weights are param-
eterized and learned from training processes. During each
mini-batch training, our AKA temporarily constructs an ISG
to mine proximity relationships between instances as well as
provides a path to allow inter-instance information to flow
mutually. This mechanism enables the model to learn gen-
eralized knowledge instead of overfitting on independent
instances.
Accumulated Knowledge Graph. Unlike the ISG that is
temporarily built for each mini-batch training, we construct
a fixed-size Accumulated Knowledge Graph (AKG) and
maintain the AKG during the whole lifelong training pro-
cess, which stores and updates the accumulated knowledge
learned across previous domains. Specifically, the AKG is
denoted as GK = (AK ,VK). The VK ∈ RNk×d is the
vertex set, where d is the feature dimension and Nk is
the number of the vertices of AKG. Correspondingly, the
AK ∈ RNk×Nk

is the adjacent matrix of AKG. Analogous
to the definition of ISG in Eq. (4), the edge weight between
VK

i and VK
j is defined as:

AK
ij = ρ

(
WK(

∣∣∣VK
i −VK

j

∣∣∣) + bK
)
, (5)

where WK and bK are learnable parameters. The design
of AKG is based on the following considerations: 1) During
domain-incremental training, domains arrive one after an-
other in a sequence and the vertices of AKG are expected
to be dynamically updated in a timely manner. Therefore,
the vertex representations are parameterized and learned at
the training time. 2) To encourage the diversity of knowl-
edge encoded in the AKG, the vertex representations are
randomly initialized. 3) The edge weights in the ISG and
the AKG are calculated by independent learnable param-
eters, as the manners of knowledge organizations in two
graphs have distinct differences. The former focuses on the
relationship among current samples. The latter is required
to consider both its own structure and efficient knowledge
transformation that is elaborated in next section. This design
is different from the graph matching network [75] where the
two graphs share the same weights.

In this way, the vertices of AKG are encouraged to repre-
sent different types of knowledge (e.g., the representative
person appearance and structure) and the corresponding
edges are automatically constructed to reflect the relation-
ship between such knowledge. As a result, AKG tends to
learn common meta-knowledge for generalizing on unseen
domains well.

4.1.2 Knowledge Operation

Based on the recent discoveries in cognitive science [19],
[20], our brains can continually learn new knowledge
with less forgetting, which largely attribute to the relative
independence between the “knowledge operation” and the
“knowledge representation” in a complex cognitive process.
Motivated by this, different from the proposed KR that em-
ploys parameterized edge weights to organize knowledge,
we apply non-parameterized weights for implementing the
knowledge operation (KO) with less domain dependence.
Furthermore, we decompose the KO into knowledge transfer
and knowledge accumulation stages: the former aims at ex-
tracting the knowledge of AKG accumulated from the previ-
ous learning processes and then transfers such knowledge to
benefit the model’s ability to generalize on unseen domains;
the latter enables the AKG to self-update so as to adaptively
accumulate the learned knowledge.
Knowledge Transfer. To selectively transfer knowledge
from the AKG to the ISG, we propose a novel cross-graph
communication (CGC) mechanism based on graph convolu-
tion networks (GCNs) [76]. Specifically, the proposed CGC
can be divided into the following four steps.

The first step involves establishing inter-graph links
based on vertex similarity. For any two vertices from dif-
ferent graphs VS

i and VK
j , the weight of the cross-graph

edge AC
ij is calculated by:

AC
ij =

exp(− 1
2

∥∥∥VS
i −VK

j

∥∥∥2
2
)∑Nk

k=1 exp(− 1
2

∥∥VS
i −VK

k

∥∥2
2
)
. (6)

Note that, unlike designing parameterized weights for
knowledge representation, we use non-parameterized
weights for knowledge operation. The reason will be ex-
plained in Sec. 4.2.

In the second step, a new fully-connected joint graph
is constructed by considering both inter-graph and intra-
graph structures to associate the AKG with the ISG. The
joint graph GJ = (AJ ,VJ) is defined by:

AJ =

[
AS AC

(AC)T AK

]
,VJ =

[
VS

VK

]
, (7)

where AJ ∈ R(Nb+Nk)×(Nb+Nk) and VJ ∈ R(Nb+Nk)×d

are the adjacent matrix and vertex matrix of the joint graph,
respectively.

After constructing the joint graph, the third step involves
propagating the most related knowledge from the AKG to
the ISG via a graph convolution, which is formulated as:

VG = δ
(
AJ(VJWJ)

)
, (8)

where VG ∈ R(Nb+Nk)×d is the vertex embedding after
one-layer “message-passing” [77] and WJ is a learnable
weight matrix of the GCN layer followed by a non-linear
function δ, e.g., ReLU [78]. Moreover, from the results in
Tab. 9, we experimentally found that stacking more GCN
layers cannot acquire significant improvements, even worse
on the anti-forgetting evaluation. Thus, we employ one-
layer GCN to accomplish information propagation for sim-
plicity.
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Finally, we obtain the information-propagated feature
representation of ISG by passing features through the GCN,
which is formulated as:

V̄S = {VG
i |i ∈ [1, N b]}. (9)

In short, the main purposes of CGC are: 1) to query the
relevant knowledge from the previous training experience
in the AKG for promoting the training of a new domain;
2) to enable the intra- and inter-graph information to prop-
agate mutually, thereby guiding models towards a better
optimization.
Knowledge Accumulation. Maintaining a knowledge
graph within limited storage resource during lifelong learn-
ing is inevitably expected to compact memorized knowl-
edge and selectively update the knowledge graph. To
achieve this goal during the optimization of AKG, we first
consider the CGC mechanism as a knowledge retrieval pro-
cess to extract the related knowledge contained in the AKG
and leverage these feedback knowledge to complement the
original features. Then, we propose a new stability-plasticity
objective to force the AKG to learn transferable and gener-
alized knowledge while reducing the manipulation of the
previously-learned representations in the AKG. The whole
process is elaborated in the following paragraphs.

To begin with, we utilize the vertices VS of the ISG
as query representations to retrieve pertinent knowledge
from the AKG. Consequently, corresponding feedback rep-
resentations V̄S are generated. As query representations
primarily contain domain-specific information and feed-
back representations are extracted from multiple previous
domains, these two types of representation are deemed
complementary for composing generalized representations.
To jointly optimize these representations, we aggregate VS

and V̄S by computing their sum, which is formulated as:

F =
1

2

(
VS + V̄S

)
. (10)

In order to enhance the generalization capability of the
fused representations, we introduce a plasticity objective:

Lp =
1

N b

∑
(a,p,n)

ln
(
1 + exp

(
∆(Fa,Fp)−∆(Fa,Fn)

))
,

(11)
where ∆ denotes a distance function, e.g., L2 distance or
cosine distance. a, p and n donate the anchor, positive and
negative instances in a mini-batch respectively, which are
selected by online hard-mining sampling strategy [28].

However, optimizing the AKG solely based on the plas-
ticity objective Lp results in overfitting on the current do-
main and significant changes in the AKG’s vertices. This
exacerbates the issue of catastrophic forgetting. To solve this
problem, we propose a stability objective to punish the large
movements of AKG’s vertices during the update process
from the ending state V̂K of last training step to current
state VK . The stability loss function is formulated as:

Ls =
1

Nk

Nk∑
i=1

ln
(
1 + exp

(
∆(VK

i , V̂K
i

))
. (12)

Both Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) are used to optimize the pa-
rameters of AKG. However, their gradient flowing into the

feature extractor h (·; θ) is detached. We will discuss this de-
sign in Sec. 4.2. Through enforcing such stability-plasticity
dilemma, the AKG accumulates more refine and general
knowledge from comparison with previous knowledge and
thus generates better representation for generalizable ReID.

During the training on the t-th domain, we use the data
of St to train the feature extractor, classifier, ISG, and AKG,
without accessing any data from previous domains. The loss
function of the AKA framework is formulated as:

Laka = λpLp + λsLs, (13)

where λs and λp are plasticity-stability weights. When λp

is relatively larger than λs, the AKG focuses on learning
new knowledge while paying few attentions on preserving
previous knowledge. On the contrary, the AKG maintains
approximately fixed knowledge representations and the
model is benefited from the knowledge learned from only
the first training domain instead of continuously accumu-
lating knowledge across different domains. The optimal
balance between these two terms not only ensures the
stability of knowledge graph, but also endows AKG with
a plasticity that allows new knowledge to be incorporated
and accumulated.

4.2 Discussion

Q1: Why use parameterized edge weights for the knowledge repre-
sentation but non-parameterized edge weights for the knowledge
operation? In the sight of [79], the partial parameters of top
layers favor becoming domain-specific during incremental
training on different domains, which leads to severe perfor-
mance degradation on previous domains. In addition, ac-
cording to the biological inspiration [19], the representation
and operation should be independent. To this end, when
performing the knowledge transfer, a non-parameterized
metric allows the model to treat different domains with
less bias so that the knowledge transferred from the AKG
can generalize on unseen domains well. In contrast, the
knowledge representation that focuses on summarizing and
updating knowledge requires the power of parameteriza-
tion. Thus, we design the non-parameterized metrics for
the knowledge representation. Furthermore, we conduct the
experiments in Tab. 8 to verify our analyses. Our careful
design achieves the best performance compared with other
variants.
Q2: Why detach the gradient of GCN? Without detach-
ing gradient, AKA will tend to learn relatively similar
knowledge/representation as the feature extractor, which
is caused by the degradation of GCN [80]. This largely
limits the power of graph-guided structure and hampers
AKA to learn more generalizable knowledge. Instead, de-
taching the gradient encourages AKA to independently
learn diverse and generalizable knowledge across different
domains, making AKA learn new knowledge that is differ-
ent but complementary to the feature extractor. In Fig. 7,
we experimentally demonstrate the above explanation by
comparing the difference between the ISG representations
before and after propagation (VS and V̄S) through training.
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4.3 Ranking Consistency Distillation
ReID is a retrieval task, where modeling the inter-instance
ranking relations during training is of importance in im-
proving testing accuracy. However, in our AKA framework,
we do not explicitly consider the inter-instance ranking
relations during the lifelong learning process, which will
lead the model to largely ignore such important knowledge
and thus to have sub-optimal anti-forgetting ability. To solve
this problem, we propose a novel Ranking Consistency
Distillation (RCD) loss, which enables us to constrain the
consistency of the ranking lists generated from the student
and the teacher models and thus efficiently preserves the
knowledge of previous domains. RCD is designed based
on the classical Spearman’s footrule distance (SFD) [23].
However, since SFD is a non-continuous ranking function, it
cannot be directly used for optimization. To solve this chal-
lenge, we propose to use a differentiable surrogate function
to make our RCD compatible with general optimizers (e.g.,
SGD [81] and Adam [82]). Moreover, considering the vary-
ing importance of each position in a ranking list, we inject
learnable position weights into RCD to further facilitate the
training process. Next, we will first revisit SFD and then
introduce our RCD in detail.

4.3.1 Revisit SFD in FKD
In general, SFD measures the l1 distance between a pair of
ranking lists or permutations. To formulate the SFD under
the context of LReID, we first calculate the elements in
ranking lists, and then derive the formula of SFD.

Given two feature sets generated from the student and
the teacher models, VS and V̂S ∈ RNb×d, the cosine
similarity matrices of them are defined as:

S = (VS/
∥∥∥VS

∥∥∥) · (VS/
∥∥∥VS

∥∥∥)T ∈ RNb×Nb

,

Ŝ = (V̂S/
∥∥∥V̂S

∥∥∥) · (V̂S/
∥∥∥V̂S

∥∥∥)T ∈ RNb×Nb

,
(14)

where · denotes matrix multiplication and ∥·∥ is l2 normal-
ization. Inspired by Bubble Sort, we formulate the ranking
list for each instance i by:

Lij = 1 +
Nb∑

k=1,k ̸=j

1(Sij < Sik), (15)

where j indicates the jth element in the mini-batch. The
indicator function 1(·) is defined as:

1(condition) =

{
1, if condition is true,
0, otherwise. (16)

In this way, Eq. 15 indicates the ranking positions of each
element corresponding to a query i in V. Similarly, we can
derive L̂ ∈ RNb×Nb

for V̂. Given a mini-batch with N b

samples, the SFD-based knowledge distillation loss is:

Lsfd =
1

N b

Nb∑
i=1

Nb∑
j=1

∣∣∣Lij − L̂ij

∣∣∣ , (17)

where |·| denotes the absolute value function.
Limitation. Although SFD can well establish the distances
between rankings, it depends on a discrete sort operation.
In addition, it fails to take into account the importance of

different positions in a ranked list. These two aspects induce
two problems during the knowledge distillation of LReID.
1) Calculating the SFD is associated with a discontinuous
optimization problem, which is unfavorable for gradient-
based back-propagation optimization schemes. 2) Without
considering the importance of each position in the ranking
list, the model will treat each position equally. Although
we can previously assign different fixed weights to enforce
the importance of each position during distillation, it is
uncertain which weights are suitable at different training
stages. This hampers us distill informative ranking knowl-
edge effectively and flexibly.

To address the above two limitations, we first derive a
surrogate function as the differentiable approximation that
enables the SFD-based loss function to be compatible with
general deep neural networks. In addition, we extend SFD
to an adaptive position-aware weighting variant that allows
the model to learn how to transfer ranking knowledge in
a dynamic way. The details are elaborated in the following
sections.

4.3.2 Differentiable Argsorted Function
To make the SFD-based loss function differentiable, we
straightforwardly derive a variant of the popular hyperbolic
tangent function as the surrogate function to approximate
the indicator function in Eq. (16). The surrogate function S
is defined as:

1(Sij ,Sik) ≈ Si =
1

2
(tanh(Sij − Sik) + 1). (18)

Correspondingly, the derivative is derived as following:

∂Si
∂Sij

= 1− 1

2

(
tanh(Sij − Sik)

)2

. (19)

By replacing Eq. (16) by Eq. (18), the ranking list in
Eq. (15) can be approximated by:

Lij = 1 +
Nb∑

k=1,k ̸=j

1

2
(tanh(Sij − Sik) + 1). (20)

Given the approximated ranking list sets L and L̂ generated
by the student-teacher models, we apply a sort function to
align them following descending order. This results in new
sorted ranking lists. To simplify the notation, we still use L
and L̂ to denote the new sorted ranking lists henceforth.

In this paper, we call the above-mentioned calculations
as Argsorted function, which ensures the differentiability of
SFD-based loss functions. Moreover, due to the negligible
computational cost of Eq. (18) that mainly includes several
mini-batch matrix multiplications, the proposed differen-
tiable Argsorted function can be optimized efficiently.

4.3.3 Adaptive Position-Aware Weighting
To explicitly consider the varying importance of positions
in the ranking list during the distillation process, we pro-
pose to dynamically learn the corresponding weights by
regarding them as trainable parameters. This enables us
not only soften the consistent ranking constraint but also
dynamically modify these weights instead of depending on
prior knowledge (e.g., the closer and the more important in
general).
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TABLE 2: The statistics of ReID datasets involved in the Alpha-LReID benchmark. “*” denotes that we modify the original
dataset by selecting samples according to the ground-truth bounding boxes.

Benchmark Datasets Name Scale
Balanced Protocol Imbalanced Protocol

#Identities #Images #Identities #Images
Train Query Gallery Train Query Gallery Train Query Gallery Train Query Gallery

LReID-Seen

Market-1501 [11] large 500 750 751 9,173 3,368 15,913 751 750 751 12,936 3,368 15,913
CUHK-SYSU ReID* [83] mid 500 2,900 2,900 2,180 2,900 5,447 5,532 2,900 2,900 15,088 2,900 5,447
DukeMTMC-ReID [12] large 500 702 1,110 11,027 2,228 17,661 702 702 1,110 16,522 2,228 17,661
MSMT17 V2 [13] large 500 3,060 3,060 13,212 11,659 82,161 1,041 3,060 3,060 30,248 11,659 82,161
CUHK03 [54] mid 500 700 700 4,867 1,400 5,332 767 700 700 7,365 1,400 5,332

LReID-Unseen

VIPeR [84] small - 316 316 - 316 316 - 316 316 - 316 316
PRID [85] small - 100 649 - 100 649 - 100 649 - 100 649
GRID [86] small - 125 126 - 125 900 - 125 126 - 125 900
i-LIDS [87] small - 60 60 - 60 60 - 60 60 - 60 60
CUHK01 [88] small - 486 486 - 972 972 - 486 486 - 972 972
CUHK02 [89] mid - 239 239 - 478 478 - 239 239 - 478 478
SenseReID [90] mid - 521 1,718 - 1,040 3,388 - 521 1,718 - 1,040 3,388

Specifically, we initialize a set of parameters p ∈ RNb

with identical values and employ the Softmax function σ
to generate probabilistic weights. The position-weighted
ranking consistency distillation loss is formulated as:

Lrcd =
1

N b

Nb∑
i=1

Nb∑
j=1

σ(p)j

∣∣∣Lij − L̂ij

∣∣∣ , (21)

where p is dynamically learned to control the importance of
each position.

4.4 Optimization

Overall, our MEGE framework consists of the baseline, the
AKA and the RCD modules, which are optimized jointly.
The baseline module adapts conventional lifelong learning
approaches into the proposed LReID setting, which basi-
cally realizes learning without forgetting. On this basis,
the proposed RCD module encourages the feature extrac-
tor to preventing catastrophic forgetting. This enables us
to provide robust feature representations, facilitating the
AKA module in organizing and accumulating knowledge.
In turn, the AKA transfers generalizable knowledge to the
feature extractor, which further improves the feature dis-
crimination. During the optimization process, this mutual
promotion mechanism guides the whole MEGE framework
towards effective lifelong learning. The overall loss function
is formulated as:

Ltotal = Lbase + Laka + λrcdLrcd, (22)

where λrcd controls the weigh of the RCD module.

5 BENCHMARK AND EVALUATION PROTOCOL

5.1 A New Lifelong Person ReID Benchmark

To support the study of LReID, we propose a large-scale
benchmark based on existing ReID datasets, which is com-
posed of LReID-Seen and LReID-Unseen subsets. We call
it as Alpha-LReID benchmark. The LReID-Seen subset is
used to incrementally train LReID models and evaluate
their anti-forgetting ability. The LReID-Unseen subset serves
as unseen testing domains to verify generalization ability
of the models. The training datasets are completely non-
overlapping with the testing datasets.
LReID-Seen Subset. We select five relatively large-scale
person ReID datasets: Market-1501 (MA) [11], CUHK-SYSU
(SY) [83], DukeMTMC-ReID (DU) [12], MSMT17 (MS) [13],

and CUHK03 (CU) [54], and use their original training sets
to compose the lifelong ReID subset, called “LReID-Seen”.
Note that for the SY [83] dataset, we modify the original
dataset by using the ground-truth person bounding box
annotation, rather than using the original images which are
originally used for person search evaluation. This process
generates 942 training identities. For testing, we fix both
query and gallery sets instead of using variable gallery sets.
We select 2,900 query persons, where each query contains at
least one image in the gallery. We call this variant as CUHK-
SYSU ReID. As shown in Tab. 2, the LReID-Seen subset
includes 82,159 images of the 8,793 identities in total. Their
original testing sets are used to evaluate the performance of
previous domains (anti-forgetting) and the performance on
the current domain.
LReID-Unseen Subset. We merge the testing sets of 7 pop-
ular person ReID datasets: VIPeR [84], PRID [85], GRID [86],
i-LIDS [87], CUHK01 [88], CUHK02 [89], and SenseReID [90]
to form the unseen testing subset, named as “LReID-
Unseen”. Specifically, as reported in Tab. 2, LReID-Unseen
includes 3,594 different identities with total 9,854 images,
which is adopted to evaluate the generalization ability of
the learned model.
Remarks. The proposed Alpha-LReID is different from
existing lifelong learning benchmarks in three main as-
pects: 1) Alpha-LReID is specially designed for person re-
identification that is the fine-grained retrieval task, while ex-
isting lifelong learning benchmarks mainly focus on general
image classification; 2) The total number of classes in Alpha-
LReID (|Y | ≈14K) is much larger than existing benchmarks
(≤ 1K); 3) In Alpha-LReID, we evaluate the model on novel
identities captured from seen and unseen domains, while
existing benchmarks commonly test the model on samples
of known classes of seen domains.

5.2 Evaluation Protocols and Metrics

To comprehensively evaluate the model performance, we
propose two evaluation protocols for Alpha-LReID: bal-
anced evaluation protocol and imbalanced evaluation pro-
tocol.
Balanced Evaluation Protocol. We follow the configurations
of lifelong classification benchmarks [16], [17], [51] to build
the balanced evaluation protocol, where each training do-
main contains the uniform amount of classes/identities2. As

2. Note that for the SY [83] dataset, we only select the identities that
include at least 4 samples for training.
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TABLE 3: Seen-domain non-forgetting evaluation on Order-1. We test the model after sequentially training on seen domains.
Training Order Market SYSU Duke MSMT17 CUHK03 Average Seen s̄

Protocol Method mAP R-1 mAP R-1 mAP R-1 mAP R-1 mAP R-1 mAP R-1

Balanced

SFT 16.9±0.3 39.6±0.4 57.1±0.2 60.7±0.2 7.9±0.3 15.7±0.4 1.8±0.3 5.7±0.5 52.4±0.2 55.1±0.3 27.2±0.3 35.4±0.3

SPD [91] 30.6±0.2 53.2±0.2 65.3±0.1 68.4±0.2 12.6±0.3 22.5±0.3 2.9±0.3 9.1±0.4 42.8±0.1 44.2±0.3 31.3±0.3 40.2±0.4

LwF [22] 34.5±0.3 54.2±0.2 69.2±0.2 72.2±0.2 15.6±0.2 26.7±0.3 2.8±0.3 8.4±0.4 30.2±0.3 30.9±0.3 30.4±0.3 38.5±0.3

CRL [18] 35.2±0.2 55.1±0.2 70.2±0.1 73.7±0.2 15.9±0.3 27.5±0.3 3.5±0.4 10.5±0.5 31.6±0.1 31.8±0.3 31.3±0.2 39.7±0.3

AKA [21] 37.0±0.2 59.6±0.2 70.5±0.3 73.8±0.3 16.3±0.2 28.1±0.2 3.6±0.4 10.8±0.4 36.3±0.2 36.9±0.3 32.7±0.3 41.8 ±0.3

MEGE 39.0±0.2 61.6±0.1 73.3±0.1 76.6±0.1 16.9±0.2 30.3±0.3 4.6±0.3 13.4±0.3 36.4±0.2 37.1±0.3 34.0±0.2 43.8±0.2

Joint 70.6±0.1 87.4±0.2 74.3±0.2 77.3±0.2 63.4±0.2 79.3±0.2 29.3±0.1 49.5±0.2 44.4±0.3 46.0±0.3 56.4±0.2 67.9±0.2

Imbalanced

SFT 22.7±0.2 47.1±0.3 64.7±0.3 67.7±0.3 12.0±0.2 22.6±0.3 3.2±0.3 9.6±0.4 62.2±0.3 65.0±0.2 33.0±0.3 42.4±0.3

SPD [91] 32.9±0.3 59.3±0.4 71.5±0.3 74.7±0.3 15.0±0.3 25.4±0.4 3.8±0.4 11.7±0.5 54.2±0.3 55.9±0.3 35.5±0.3 45.4±0.4

LwF [22] 40.2±0.3 61.9±0.3 73.0±0.2 76.1±0.3 16.1±0.2 28.6±0.2 4.6±0.3 13.0±0.4 42.6±0.2 43.1±0.3 35.3±0.2 44.5±0.3

CRL [18] 40.8±0.2 62.6±0.3 74.4±0.2 77.6±0.3 17.2±0.3 30.0±0.3 4.6±0.3 13.4±0.3 43.7±0.2 44.1±0.2 36.1±0.2 45.5±0.3

AKA [21] 42.3±0.2 64.5±0.2 75.2±0.1 78.1±0.3 20.1±0.1 33.3±0.2 5.4±0.2 15.2±0.2 47.3±0.1 48.1±0.2 38.1±0.1 47.8±0.2

MEGE 46.6±0.2 67.6±0.3 77.2±0.2 79.8±0.3 21.8±0.2 36.1±0.2 6.7±0.2 18.4±0.3 47.8±0.3 49.3±0.3 40.0±0.2 50.2±0.3

Joint 75.9±0.1 89.3±0.2 90.4±0.2 91.7±0.3 66.7±0.1 80.2±0.2 35.6±0.2 58.8±0.3 51.5±0.2 52.4±0.2 64.0±0.2 74.5±0.2

shown in Tab. 2, we uniformly sample 500 identities from
each training domain in the LReID-Seen subset for 5-step
domain-incremental training. As a consequence, in total,
40,459 training images of the 2,500 identities are employed
in balanced evaluation protocol.
Imbalanced Evaluation Protocol. Since the scale of each
dataset varies largely in the wild, we further present an
imbalanced evaluation protocol, which is more practical for
LReID. Different from randomly choosing unified amount
of identities in each domain [21], the model is trained on
the whole training set of each domain, where the number
of identities is different in each domain. As a result, the
imbalanced evaluation protocol involves 82,159 images of
the 8,793 identities.
Training Order. In practice, the order of input domains is
agnostic. Thus, we evaluate models with two different train-
ing orders, Order-1: MA→SY→DU→MS→CU and Order-2:
DU→MS→MA→SY→CU.
Evaluation Metrics: We use s̄ (average performance on seen
domains) to measure the capacity of retrieving incremental
seen domains and ū (average performance on unseen do-
mains) to measure the generalization capacity on unseen
domains. Note that the performance gap of s̄ between joint
training (upper bond) and a certain method indicates the
method’s ability to prevent forgetting. ū and s̄ are measured
with mean average precision (mAP) and rank-1 (R-1) accu-
racy. These metrics are calculated after the last training step.
Furthermore, inspired by the metrics used in lifelong zero-
shot learning [49], we also introduce a harmonic mean of ū
and s̄:

H =
2× ū× s̄

ū+ s̄
, (23)

to measure model’s comprehensive ability to balance anti-
forgetting and generalization ability. In this paper, we call it
H-metric.

6 EXPERIMENTS

6.1 Implementation Details

Implementation of MEGE. We use the ResNet-50 [92] as the
backbone, where we remove the last classification layer and
use the retained layers as the feature extractor. Hence, the
feature dimension is 2,048. All images are resized to 256 ×
128. The AKA network consists of one GCN layer. During
training, the batch size is set to 64. Following the popular
person ReID training strategy, in each training batch, we
randomly select 16 identities and sample 4 images for

each identity. The Adam optimizer [82] with learning rate
1.75 × 10−4 is used. To determinate the number of training
epochs, we follow a validation procedure. At each step, we
create a validation set by randomly selecting 20% identities
from the current training dataset. Within the validation set,
we randomly sample one example from each identity as the
query considered the remaining examples as the gallery. We
then evaluate the training loss and performance on valida-
tion set during the training process. We find that the model
achieves stable and nearly optimal performance around the
50th epoch across all datasets. Therefore, we train the model
for 50 epochs using all training data for all experiments.
The learning rate is decreased by × 0.1 at the 25th epoch
and 35th epoch. In this paper, we only use the Order-1
with imbalanced setting to tune the hyperparameters. The
selected hyperparameters are then directly applied in all
experiments. We set γ, λp, λs, λrcd and NK to 1, 1, 5×10−4,
1.3 and 64 respectively, which achieve well performance in
all settings.

During testing, we extract the summed representations
in Eq. (10) of test samples following a random order and use
the Euclidean distance to estimate the similarities between
samples.
Compared Methods. We compare our MEGE with 5 meth-
ods. 1) Sequential fine-tuning (SFT): this is the simple base-
line which fine-tunes the model with new datasets without
distilling old knowledge. 2) Learning without forgetting
(LwF): the baseline method [22] introduced in Sec. 3.2. 3)
Similarity-preserving distillation (SPD): a competitor with
advanced feature distillation [91]. 4) Continual representa-
tion learning (CRL) [18]: a state-of-the-art method for con-
tinual ReID. 5) Adaptive Knowledge Accumulation (AKA):
the reduction of our MEGE method. For fair comparison,
we apply these six methods to our Alpha-LReID benchmark
using the same training settings as our MEGE.
Upper Bound Method. We train the model jointly with
the training data of all domains without the constraint of
lifelong learning, which is regarded as the upper-bound
method.

6.2 Seen-domain Non-forgetting Evaluation
We first evaluate the performance of our MEGE on seen
domains, which reflects the ability of anti-forgetting. The
comparisons between different methods are shown in Tab. 3
and Tab. 4 for two orders respectively. Clearly, our MEGE
outperforms the compared methods regardless of the train-
ing order and evaluation protocol, demonstrating its large
effectiveness for addressing the problem of LReID.
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TABLE 4: Seen-domain non-forgetting evaluation on Order-2. We test the model after sequentially training on seen domains.
Training Order Duke MSMT17 Market SYSU CUHK03 Average Seen s̄

Protocol Method mAP R-1 mAP R-1 mAP R-1 mAP R-1 mAP R-1 mAP R-1

Balanced

SFT 7.6±0.3 13.9±0.4 1.8±0.4 5.6±0.5 21.8±0.2 44.6±0.3 60.0±0.3 62.3±0.3 49.4±0.2 51.4±0.2 28.1±0.3 35.6±0.3

SPD [91] 11.7±0.3 20.5±0.3 2.2±0.3 7.1±0.4 21.8±0.3 45.7±0.3 63.5±0.2 66.6±0.2 39.5±0.1 40.8±0.2 27.7±0.2 36.1±0.3

LwF [22] 15.8±0.3 27.1±0.3 2.8±0.3 8.7±0.3 21.7±0.2 46.6±0.3 67.4±0.2 71.3±0.2 29.2±0.2 29.9±0.3 27.4±0.2 36.7±0.3

CRL [18] 16.8±0.2 28.1±0.3 2.8±0.3 8.7±0.4 22.5±0.2 47.1±0.3 65.0±0.1 68.8±0.2 30.1±0.2 30.3±0.3 27.4±0.2 36.6±0.3

AKA [21] 17.9±0.2 30.5±0.3 2.3±0.3 7.1±0.3 24.1±0.2 48.5±0.2 66.8±0.1 69.7±0.2 35.6±0.2 36.5±0.2 29.3±0.2 38.5±0.2

MEGE 21.6±0.2 35.5±0.2 3.0±0.3 9.3±0.4 25.0±0.2 49.8±0.2 69.9±0.1 73.1±0.2 34.7±0.2 35.1±0.2 30.8±0.2 40.6±0.2

Joint 63.4±0.2 79.3±0.2 29.3±0.1 49.5±0.2 70.6±0.2 87.4±0.2 74.3±0.2 77.3±0.2 44.4±0.1 46.0±0.1 56.4±0.2 67.9±0.2

Imbalanced

SFT 11.1±0.4 20.8±0.5 2.2±0.3 6.9±0.4 25.8±0.3 50.6±0.3 66.3±0.3 69.3±0.4 64.5±0.2 67.9±0.2 34.0±0.3 43.1±0.4

SPD [91] 18.1±0.2 29.9±0.3 3.3±0.4 9.5±0.5 27.6±0.3 52.2±0.3 70.2±0.2 73.3±0.3 50.2±0.3 51.7±0.3 33.9±0.3 43.3±0.3

LwF [22] 15.8±0.4 27.1±0.4 2.8±0.4 8.7±0.5 21.7±0.3 46.6±0.3 67.4±0.1 71.3±0.3 29.2±0.1 29.9±0.2 27.4±0.3 36.7±0.3

CRL [18] 25.0±0.2 38.5±0.2 3.9±0.3 11.7±0.4 29.4±0.3 53.8±0.3 74.0±0.3 77.3±0.3 35.2±0.3 35.0±0.3 33.5±0.3 43.3±0.3

AKA [21] 26.8±0.2 41.2±0.3 3.9±0.3 11.6±0.5 31.1±0.2 55.6±0.3 75.6±0.2 78.4±0.3 43.9±0.1 44.6±0.2 36.3±0.2 46.3±0.3

MEGE 30.1±0.2 46.1±0.2 5.7±0.2 16.4±0.3 33.1±0.2 56.5±0.3 77.6±0.1 80.5±0.2 44.1±0.2 45.3±0.3 38.1±0.2 49.1±0.3

Joint 66.7±0.1 80.2±0.3 35.6±0.2 58.8±0.2 75.9±0.2 89.3±0.2 90.4±0.2 91.7±0.3 51.5±0.1 52.4±0.3 64.0±0.2 74.5±0.3
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Fig. 3: Performance tendency of seen domains with increase of the training stages following Order-1.
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Fig. 4: Performance tendency of seen domains with increase of the training stages following Order-2.

Balanced Evaluation. For both orders, our MEGE achieves
the best mAP and rank-1 accuracy on the first four training
domains. Although SFT achieves high performance on the
last domain, it produces poor performance on old domains.
For the performance averaged on all seen domains, our
MEGE significantly outperforms the compared methods,
demonstrating that MEGE can effectively mitigate catas-
trophic forgetting. Specifically, MEGE is higher than CRL by
4.1% and 4.0% in average R-1 on the Order-1 and Order-2
respectively. On the other hand, we can find that there is still
a large margin between our MEGE and the upper-bound
method (Joint Training), especially on the early trained
domains.

Imbalanced Evaluation. Compared with the balanced eval-
uation protocol, the imbalance evaluation protocol includes
more training data. This leads all the methods achieve
commonly higher performance on the seen domains. Nev-
ertheless, our MEGE obtains a similar advantage as in the
balanced evaluation protocol and achieves the best anti-

forgetting performance. Concretely, our MEGE outperforms
CRL by 4.7% and 4.8% in R-1 on the Order-1 and Order-2
respectively.
Forgetting Tendency. In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, we track the per-
formance of the first training domain with the incremental
training stages. We can make the following observations.
First, the results of all methods decrease with the training
stages. Second, our MEGE consistently obtains higher per-
formance than other methods through the training stages.
Third, for the joint training method, the performance on
the first domain could be improved by training with more
datasets. These observations again verify the consistent anti-
forgetting advantage of our MEGE and show the gap to the
upper-bound method.

6.3 Unseen-domain Generalising Evaluation

To evaluate the generalization ability, we evaluate the results
on unseen domains of our Alpha-LReID and the CRL-ReID
setting [18].
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TABLE 5: Generalizing evaluation on unseen-domains.
Training Order Protocol Average Unseen ū SFT SPD [91] LwF [22] CRL [18] AKA [21] MEGE Joint

Order-1
Balanced mAP 41.2±0.3 42.4±0.3 43.6±0.2 44.0±0.2 46.6±0.3 47.7±0.3 50.6±0.3

R-1 37.5±0.3 39.0±0.3 40.6±0.3 41.0±0.2 43.1±0.2 44.0±0.2 48.1±0.3

Imbalanced mAP 50.3±0.3 50.7±0.5 51.1±0.3 51.5±0.4 54.0±0.2 55.1±0.2 57.9±0.3

R-1 46.6±0.6 47.2±0.5 47.7±0.4 48.1±0.4 50.5±0.2 51.3±0.2 54.2±0.3

Order-2
Balanced mAP 40.1±0.3 42.1±0.3 40.8±0.3 40.9±0.2 43.7±0.2 44.3±0.2 50.6±0.2

R-1 37.2±0.4 38.7±0.5 38.3±0.3 39.0±0.3 40.8±0.2 41.1±0.3 48.1±0.2

Imbalanced mAP 47.5±0.4 48.3±0.5 49.1±0.3 49.2±0.3 51.2±0.2 53.2±0.3 57.9±0.2

R-1 44.8±0.5 45.6±0.3 46.4±0.3 47.0±0.3 48.2±0.2 50.4±0.3 54.2±0.2
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Fig. 5: Performance tendency of unseen domains with increase of the training stages following Order-1.
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Fig. 6: Performance tendency of unseen domains with increase of the training stages following Order-2.

Evaluation on Alpha-LReID. As shown in Tab. 5,
our method consistently outperforms the state-of-the-art-
methods regardless of training orders and evaluation pro-
tocols, which verifies the superiority of our method in im-
proving generalization ability. Specifically, our MEGE out-
performs the methods by a large margin, except for AKA.
Although MEGE is the extension of AKA for improving the
anti-forgetting performance, MEGE also achieves slightly
better results than AKA on unseen domains.

Similar to the results on seen domains, a model trained
under the imbalanced evaluation protocol obtains higher
results than the balanced one. On the other hand, the gap
between our MEGE and the upper-bound method is small
on unseen domains, which is different from that of the seen
domains.

Generalizing Tendency. In Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, we illustrate
the trend of the performance on unseen domains with the
incremental training stages. We can find the following ob-
servations. First, in most cases, the results of all methods are
increased by training with more datasets. However, in both
orders, LwF, SFT and SPD will encounter a performance

degradation when training on a certain domain. For exam-
ple, when training under the Order-2, the results of LwF,
SFT and SPD decrease at the training stage of SY domain.
Second, both our MEGE and AKA consistently improve
the performance with the training stages. The above two
phenomena further demonstrate the effectiveness of our
MEGE and AKA in learning generalized representation in
LReID.

Evaluation on CRL-ReID. We also evaluate our method
under the CRL setting [18]. Results in Tab. 6 show that
our MEGE outperforms all the compared methods by a
large margin. In addition, by comparing between the unseen
results produced in our setting and CRL setting that both
undergone 5 learning steps, our MEGE achieves signifi-
cantly higher results in the CRL-ReID (5-step). For example,
the best mAP achieved in Tab. 5 is 55.1% in our Alpha-
LReID setting, which is largely lower than the one (64.5% in
Tab. 6) obtained in CRL-ReID setting (5-step). This verifies
the difficulty of our Alpha-LReID setting.
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TABLE 6: Generalization evaluation under the CRL setting in [18].
Banchmark ū SFT SPD LwF CRL MEGE Joint
CRL-ReID

(5-step)
mAP 44.2 ±0.2 47.1 ±0.2 48.7 ±0.2 51.2 ±0.2 64.5 ±0.1 64.8 ±0.2

R-1 53.4 ±0.3 54.1 ±0.4 59.6 ±0.2 62.8 ±0.3 75.0 ±0.2 75.3 ±0.2

CRL-ReID
(10-step)

mAP 31.7 ±0.2 40.3 ±0.3 42.8 ±0.2 43.8 ±0.3 51.2 ±0.2 64.8 ±0.2

Rank-1 40.3 ±0.4 47.5 ±0.4 51.7 ±0.2 54.7 ±0.4 60.1 ±0.2 75.3 ±0.2

TABLE 7: Evaluation of the loss functions of MEGE in Order-1 under the imbalanced evaluation protocol. Lp: plasticity
loss, Ls: stability loss , Lsfd: SFD-knowledge distillation, Lrcd: SFD-knowledge distillation with adaptive weighting.

#ID Setting Average Seen s̄ Average Unseen ū H-metric
mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1

1 Baseline (LwF [22]) 35.3±0.2 44.5±0.3 51.1±0.3 47.7±0.4 41.8±0.2 46.0±0.3

2 Baseline + GCN 35.6±0.2 44.6±0.3 51.3 ±0.1 47.6 ±0.3 42.0±0.2 46.1±0.3

3 + Lp 35.2±0.2 45.0±0.2 53.4 ±0.1 50.3 ±0.3 42.4±0.1 47.5±0.2

4 + Lp + Ls (Full AKA) 38.1±0.1 47.8±0.2 54.0±0.2 50.5±0.2 44.7±0.2 49.1±0.2

5 + Lsfd 37.7±0.2 47.2±0.2 46.9±0.1 43.7±0.2 41.8±0.1 45.4±0.2

6 + Lrcd (Full RCD) 38.4±0.2 49.0±0.2 51.3 ±0.2 47.1±0.2 43.9±0.2 48.0±0.2

7 + Lp + Ls + Lrcd (Our MEGE) 40.0±0.2 50.2±0.3 55.1±0.2 51.3 ±0.2 46.4 ±0.2 50.7±0.3

TABLE 8: Evaluation of the different designs of edge weight for ISG, AKG and KO in AKA. Experiments are conducted in
Order-1 under the imbalanced evaluation protocol. PA: parameterized weight, N-PA: non-parameterized weight.

ISG AKG KO Average Seen s̄ Average Unseen ū H-metric
mAP R-1 mAP R-1 mAP R-1

PA PA PA 37.7±0.3 48.3 ±0.4 53.1±0.3 50.0±0.3 44.1±0.3 49.1±0.3

PA PA N-PA 38.1±0.1 47.8±0.2 54.0±0.2 50.5±0.2 44.7±0.2 49.1±0.2

PA N-PA N-PA 36.1 ±0.2 46.9 ±0.2 51.3±0.3 48.0±0.3 42.4±0.3 47.4 ±0.3

N-PA PA N-PA 37.6±0.1 48.5 ±0.2 52.0±0.2 48.5±0.2 43.6±0.2 48.5±0.2

N-PA N-PA N-PA 36.9±0.1 47.8 ±0.1 51.6±0.1 48.2±0.2 43.0±0.1 48.0±0.2

6.4 Effectiveness Evaluation

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to in-
vestigate the effectiveness of each component of MEGE.
All the experiments are evaluated in Order-1 under the
imbalanced evaluation protocol. The baseline method is
LwF [22], which uses logit-based knowledge distillation to
prevent catastrophic forgetting.
Effectiveness of AKA. In Tab. 7, we report the results of
adding different components of MEGE into the baseline. We
first evaluate the effectiveness of AKA in the first four rows
of Tab. 7. We consider building a straightforward KG-based
baseline by adding a AKA module without any additional
loss on the top of LwF method, namely “Baseline + GCN”
in Tab. 7. Specifically, we directly feed the fused feature in
Equ.(10) to the identification classifier g (·;ϕ) and jointly
optimize the backbone network and the graph convolu-
tion network. The table shows that without the proposed
stability-plasticity loss, the AKA module cannot effectively
improve the model’s generalization ability, due to the lack
of the constraint to learn knowledge selectively. Moreover,
we can find that the plasticity loss (Lp) is mainly beneficial
for unseen domains. This indicates that AKG is encouraged
to learn how to transfer positive knowledge to improve
generalization. Adding the stability loss further improves
the performance on both seen and unseen domains. This
indicates that enforcing the stability of knowledge during
training can largely preserve the knowledge of previous
domains and thus remits the influence of catastrophic for-
getting. Meanwhile, the improvement on unseen domains
demonstrates that the stability loss can also improve the
generalization ability of the model, due to effectively ac-
cumulating generalizable knowledge.
Effectiveness of RCD. In the row#4-row#5 of Tab. 7, we
show the impact of two variants of RCD. We can find four
observations. First, the two variants of RCD can consistently

TABLE 9: Effects of the number of GCN layers in AKA.
Experiments are conducted in the Order-1 under the im-
balanced evaluation protocol.

# GCN Average Seen s̄ Average Unseen ū H-metric
mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1

1 38.1 47.8 54.0 50.5 44.7 49.1
2 37.8 47.5 54.3 50.6 44.6 49.0
3 37.9 47.8 53.8 50.2 44.5 49.0

improve the performance on seen domains. This verifies the
effectiveness of distilling ranking information for solving
the catastrophic forgetting problem in LReID. Second, the
fixed weighting version of RCD (Lsfd) hampers the per-
forms on unseen domains. Third, the dynamic weighting
version (Lrcd) can well address the above problem and
further increases the performance on unseen domains over
the baseline. This indicates that learning dynamic weights
during ranking distillation can encourage the model learn
more generalized representation instead of overfitting on
seen domains. Fourth, the proposed AKA and RCD are
complementary to each other. Combining them achieves the
best results in seen domains and unseen domains.
Evaluation of design of edge weight for AKA. In our
AKA, we use different designs (parameterized or non-
parameterized) of edge weight for ISG, AKG and KO. In
Tab. 8, we conduct experiments to investigate the impact
of using different designs. We can observe that: 1) using
parameterized design for ISG and AKG leads to clearly
higher results 2) while applying non-parameterized design
for KO produces better performance especially for the H-
metric that reflects the balance between anti-forgetting and
generalizing abilities. These results verify the effectiveness
and motivation of using different designs of edge weights
for knowledge representation and knowledge operation as
discussed in Sec. 4.2.
Effects of the number of GCN layers in AKA. In Tab. 9,
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TABLE 10: Effects of using different weighting manners
for RCD. Experiments are conducted in Order-1 under the
imbalanced evaluation protocol. EW: qual weights, LDW:
linear decrease weight, EDW: exponential decrease weight,
LIW: linear increase weight (LIW), EIW: exponential in-
crease weight, LPW: learned prior weight, DW: the pro-
posed dynamic weight, RE: re-initializing weights at each
domain.

Weighting Average Seen s̄ Average Unseen ū H-metric
Strategy mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1

EW 37.7 47.2 46.9 43.7 41.8 45.4
LDW 37.1 46.6 48.0 44.1 41.8 45.3
EDW 36.5 45.8 50.1 46.2 42.2 46.0
LIW 32.0 42.8 46.3 42.6 37.8 42.7
EIW 29.5 40.3 44.5 40.6 35.5 40.4
LPW 36.9 46.1 49.7 46.0 42.4 46.0
DW 37.2 46.8 50.9 46.8 43.0 46.8
DW + RE 38.4 49.0 51.3 47.1 43.9 48.0

we analyze the impact of the number of GCN layers in
AKA. We can observe that stacking more GCN layers does
not achieve clear improvements and even reduces the anti-
forgetting performance. Thus, we employ one-layer GCN in
our AKA for simplicity and superiority.
Effects of different weighting manners for RCD. In our
RCD, we adaptive learn position weights during training.
To verify the effectiveness of this adaptive manner, we
compare it with several variants that uses fixed position
weights, including equal weights (EW), linear decrease
weight (LDW), exponential decrease weight (EDW), linear
increase weight (LIW), exponential increase weight (EIW),
and learned prior weight (LPW). For EW, we use the same
weight for all positions. For LDW, EDW, LIW, and EIW,
the weights are linearly/exponentially changed with the
increase/decrease order of positions. For LPW, we first learn
the position weights of each training domain and obtained
the prior weights by averaging them based on domains.
Then, we use the fixed prior weights to train the model
in a new training process. Results in Tab. 10 show that 1)
using a proper fixed weighting strategy can improves the
performance on unseen domains and that 2) the proposed
learnable weighting strategy achieves better results than all
fixed weighting strategies. These results demonstrate the
advantage of our learnable weighting strategy. In addition,
the proposed learnable weighting strategy is more flexible
since it is automatically learned. On the other hand, we also
show that re-initializing the weights instead of inheriting
the weights obtained by the last domain leads to better
performance. The main reason is that the importance of each
position will be different at each training epoch and thus
the weights should be re-initialized and re-learned at the
beginning of each stage.

6.5 Hyper-Parameter Analysis
In this section, we discuss the impact of the hyper-
parameters in our MEGE, including loss weights (λp and
λs, λrcd) and the number of knowledge nodes (NK ). We
adopt a harmonic mean of the average accuracy of seen and
unseen domains as the performance metric, which reflects
both anti-forgetting and generalization abilities.
Impact of weights. For evaluation of loss weights, we first
select the optimal λp to achieve best ū, then we search the
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Fig. 7: Impact of hyper-parameters. H-metric is reported.

optimal λs based on the selected λp. We find that λs should
be assigned with a small value and it is stable within a range
of 5 × 10−5 to 7 × 10−4. Finally, we choose the best λrcd

with the selected λp and λs. The impact of different values
of them are shown in Fig. 7(a-c). In this manner, our final
model is obtained by using λp = 1, λs = 5 × 10−4 and
λrcd = 1.3.
Impact of number of knowledge nodes. In a similar way,
we study the influence of the number of knowledge nodes
(NK ) on the hold-off validation data. We vary the value of
NK in the range of {32, 64, 128, 256, 512}. Results in Fig. 7(d)
show that the performance increases from NK = 32 to
NK = 64 and the performance is stable between 64 and 256.
Considering the balance between memory consumption and
performance, we thus set NK = 64 in all experiments.
Impact of the size of mini-batch. We evaluate the impact
of mini-batch size in Tab. 11. The results can be summarized
as follows. 1) Our method is robust to the batch size and
using a larger batch size commonly leads to slightly higher
results. 2) With the increase of N b, the training time of our
method grows up fast, because its complexity is a quadratic
function of batch size. Considering the balance between the
comprehensive performance and training cost, we set N b to
64 in all our experiments.

6.6 Evaluation of Training Cost
In this section, we conduct experiments to estimate and
discuss the complexity of the different methods in terms
of training time and GPU memory cost.
Comparison of the proposed modules and other state-
of-the-art methods. Based on the experimental results
in Tab. 12, we find that 1) the proposed AKA and MEGE
enjoy a neglectable memory overhead compared to other
methods while obtaining considerable improvement, espe-
cially on unseen domains; 2) although our MEGE costs
relatively longer training time than CRL by 0.07s per iter-
ation, MEGE significantly outperforms CRL on both seen
and unseen domains.
Comparison of different differentiable ranking ap-
proaches. Since the proposed RCD is agnostic to the dif-
ferentiable ranking function, we provide the comparison of
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TABLE 11: Evaluation of running time and memory for varying sizes of mini-batch.

Nb Training time GPU memory Average Seen Average Unseen H-metric
(s/iter) (MB) mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1

32 ≈0.281 ≈3921 39.8±0.2 50.0±0.2 55.0±0.2 51.1±0.4 46.2±0.2 50.5±0.3

64 ≈0.509 ≈5205 40.0±0.2 50.2±0.3 55.1±0.2 51.3±0.2 46.4±0.2 50.7±0.3

128 ≈0.989 ≈8285 40.3±0.1 50.4±0.1 55.0±0.1 51.1±0.2 46.5±0.1 50.7±0.2

256 ≈1.722 ≈11847 40.4±0.1 50.6±0.2 54.7±0.2 51.0±0.1 46.5±0.2 50.8±0.2

512 ≈3.147 ≈15789 40.6±0.2 50.8±0.2 54.3±0.1 50.8±0.2 46.5±0.2 50.8±0.2

TABLE 12: Evaluation of running time and memory for state-of-the-art methods when Nb=64.

Method Training time GPU memory Average Seen Average Unseen H-metric
(s/iter) (MB) mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1

SFT ≈0.372 ≈4151 33.0±0.3 42.4±0.3 50.3±0.3 46.6±0.6 39.9±0.3 44.4±0.4

LwF [22] ≈0.446 ≈5177 35.3±0.2 44.5±0.3 51.1±0.3 47.7±0.4 41.8±0.2 46.0±0.3

CRL [18] ≈0.439 ≈5175 36.1±0.2 45.5±0.3 51.5±0.4 48.1±0.4 42.4±0.3 46.8±0.3

AKA (LwF + GS and GS ) ≈0.461 ≈5195 38.1±0.1 47.8±0.2 54.0±0.2 50.5±0.2 44.7±0.2 49.1±0.2

MEGE (AKA + RCD) ≈0.509 ≈5205 40.0±0.2 50.2±0.3 55.1±0.2 51.3 ±0.2 46.4±0.2 50.7±0.3

TABLE 13: Evaluation of different differentiable ranking approaches.

Method Training time GPU memory Average Seen Average Unseen
(s/iter) (MB) mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1

Ours ≈0.509 ≈5205 40.0±0.2 50.2±0.3 55.1±0.2 51.3±0.2

FDSR [93] ≈0.495 ≈5204 39.9±0.3 50.0±0.3 54.8±0.2 51.2±0.3

TABLE 14: Evaluation of detaching gradient in AKA. Exper-
iments are conducted in the Order-1 under the imbalanced
evaluation protocol.

Average Seen s̄ Average Unseen ū H-metric
Detaching mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1

✓ 38.1 47.8 54.0 50.5 44.7 49.1
✗ 36.4 45.6 51.9 48.7 42.8 47.1
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Fig. 8: Difference of ISG representations before and after
propagation.

using the Argsorted Function or FDSR [93] to implement
RCD. Tab. 13 shows that these two methods achieve similar
results with similar computational costs, indicating that the
proposed ranking consistency distillation loss is compatible
with different differentiable function.

6.7 Further Investigation

In this section, we conduct four experiments to help us
further understand the proposed AKA and RCD.
Investigation on gradient detaching in AKA. In our AKA,
we detach the gradients from the graph networks. To verify
the effectiveness of this strategy, we compare the results of
using detaching and without using detaching in Tab. 14. It
is clear that, detaching the gradient of AKA achieves higher
performance on all metrics. To help us further understand
the effectiveness of the detaching strategy, we compute
the difference between the ISG representations before and
after propagation through training. Fig. 8 shows that using
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Fig. 9: Evaluation of the generalizability of the models by
fixing AKG after a certain domain.

TABLE 15: Evaluation of the generalizability of the models
with varying AKGs that is trained and saved on different
domains. “S.A.” indicates “save after”.

Matric S.A. MA S.A. SY S.A. DU S.A. MS S.A. CU
mAP 49.5±0.4 51.7±0.2 52.0±0.3 53.1±0.3 54.0±0.2

Rank-1 46.5±0.5 47.8±0.3 48.3±0.4 49.6±0.5 50.5±0.2

detaching strategy encourages the AKA to learn different
representations from the feature extractor at each training
stages, which echos the discussion in Sec. 4.2.
Investigation on the knowledge extension of the AKG.
Intuitively, we think that the more knowledge the AKG
accumulates, the better the generalization ability the model
acquires. To experimentally demonstrate that the knowl-
edge contained in the AKG is extended with the increase of
training domains, we conduct two groups of experiments
to explore the effects of the knowledge transferred from
the AKGs trained on different domains. Experiments are
conducted on Order-1 with the imbalanced protocol.
1) We fix all the AKG’s parameters after learning on one
certain domain (e.g., 1st, 2ed, 3rd and 4th domain), and then
continue to train the model with the frozen AKG for the
subsequent lifelong learning steps. During this process, we
test the model’s performance on unseen domains. Results
are illustrated in Fig. 9. It is obvious that after fixing the
AKG, the model’s performance drops to different extents,
indicating that the AKG is extended with more knowledge
that is favorable for improving generalization ability.
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TABLE 16: Evaluation of anti-forgetting and generalization ability on 5 different domain orders.

Protocol Order
Seen Domains Unseen Domains

mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1
CRL AKA MEGE CRL AKA MEGE CRL AKA MEGE CRL AKA MEGE

Balanced

MS→SY→DU→MA→CU 32.9 33.6 36.2 41.5 43.7 48.3 45.6 48.3 50.1 42.4 44.8 45.9
DU→MA→CU→MS→SY 33.2 34.7 38.8 44.3 45.8 49.7 38.1 40.6 41.9 35.6 37.6 39.0
SY→DU→CU→MS→MA 36.3 37.0 42.3 44.9 45.1 49.4 37.4 38.6 40.2 35.0 35.7 36.3
CU→MS→DU→MA→SY 34.4 34.7 38.7 43.8 44.6 49.1 40.9 43.5 44.0 38.3 39.7 40.8
MA→MS→DU→SY→CU 30.3 31.1 33.8 39.9 41.5 43.7 43.4 45.6 47.3 39.9 43.0 44.2

Average 33.4 34.2 38.0 42.9 44.1 48.0 41.1 43.3 44.7 38.2 40.2 41.2

Imbalanced

MS→SY→DU→MA→CU 39.0 40.8 44.6 43.5 44.9 48.2 50.3 54.1 55.6 47.5 51.2 52.3
DU→MA→CU→MS→SY 39.7 41.7 45.0 44.2 45.1 49.0 46.4 50.2 51.3 44.4 47.3 48.8
SY→DU→CU→MS→MA 45.1 46.4 49.3 48.5 49.8 51.8 44.0 45.7 46.5 44.2 46.5 47.6
CU→MS→DU→MA→SY 43.5 45.1 48.9 46.2 47.1 51.3 48.3 52.9 54.1 46.0 50.5 51.8
MA→MS→DU→SY→CU 38.6 40.1 43.2 47.9 48.5 51.9 46.8 51.0 51.7 46.5 49.0 49.2

Average 41.2 42.8 46.2 46.1 47.1 50.4 47.2 50.8 51.8 45.7 48.9 49.9

2) We store AKGs at the end of each domain-incremental
training. Then, we combine the different AKGs with the
trained backbone network, which is evaluated on unseen
domains. The results in Tab. 15 demonstrate that the AKG
that experiences more domains can provide more beneficial
knowledge for generalization evaluation.

Investigation on adaptive weight in RCD. To better under-
stand the proposed adaptive weighting method, we track
the variations of weights of each position during the whole
training epochs. We observe an interesting phenomenon
from Fig. 10. The learned weights follow a similar tendency
through the training epochs at each domain. Specifically,
the top and the bottom positions are gradually assigned
with relatively small weights, while the middle positions are
consistently assigned with large weights. This phenomenon
is reasonable, since in person ReID, the model can well learn
the pattern of easy position and negative samples that rank
at top/bottom positions in the beginning of training. As
the increase of training epochs, the model should pay more
attention on hard position and negative samples that are
ranked at the middle positions and are more important in
learning informative patterns. As a result, our RCD learns
an adaptive weighting manner that always assigning higher
weights to hard samples during training. Importantly, as
reported in Tab. 10, our RCD is more flexible and superior
than manually fixed weighting strategies. This is because
that the importance of each position is changed at each train-
ing epoch and each domain. For example, in the beginning
of training epochs, the top and bottom positions should be
assigned with high weights since the model have not learn
too much from them. While with the increase of training
epochs, these easy samples cannot contribute too much for
training and should be assigned with lower weights. Our
RCD can dynamically adapt the above tendency. However,
a manual strategy commonly assigns fixed weighting for
each position and thus fails to follow the above tendency.

Investigation on different training orders. To verify the
robustness of the proposed methods on varying training
orders, we conduct more experiments with different do-
main orders. The experimental results in Tab. 16 are sum-
marized as: 1) Our MEGE and AKA significantly outper-
form CRL [18] for different orders on both balanced and
imbalanced protocols; 2) Our MEGE achieves consistent
improvement over AKA on all cases, especially for the anti-
forgetting performance evaluated on seen domains.
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Fig. 10: Tendency of weights obtained by the proposed
adaptive position weighting. Left: weight changes of each
position during the incremental training process. Right: The
average weights of different positions overall the whole
training process.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduce the challenging yet practical
ReID setting, lifelong person re-identification (LReID). To
solve this problem, we propose a new MEmorizing and
GEneralizing framework (MEGE) by injecting an Adaptive
Knowledge Accumulation (AKA) module and a Ranking
Consistency Distillation (RCD) module into the LReID sys-
tem. The AKA maintains a transferable knowledge graph
to adaptively keep the previous knowledge as well as
learn generalizable representation. The RCD encourages the
model to inherit more informative knowledge of previous
domains by distilling ranking results in a differentiable
and dynamic manner. Extensive experiments demonstrate
that our MEGE can significantly improve the model’s anti-
forgetting and generalization abilities and can outperform
other competitors by large margins on our Alpha-LReID
benchmark. Nevertheless, there is still a large margin to the
performance of the upper-bound on seen domains, remain-
ing a large room in improving the model’s anti-forgetting
ability in future study. In our future work, we aim to ex-
tend our LReID setting to include cloth-changing scenarios,
which pose more challenges but are also more relevant to
real-world ReID applications. In addition, we also plan to
further investigate and develop a more appropriate strategy
for tuning hyperparameters within the LReID setting.
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